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Comments on the policies in this document should be submitted online using the response form
on the Radley village website, radleyvillage.org.uk or sent to Radley Parish Clerk, 73 Eaton Road,
Appleton, Abingdon, OX13 5JJ, email clerk@radleyvillage.org.uk.
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Part 1: Context

1.1 LEGAL CONTEXT
This plan is made by Radley Parish Council (RPC)
under section 116 of the Localism Act 2011. It
sits alongside, and complements, the Vale of
White Horse Local Plan 2031 (the Local Plan) as
part of the current development plan for Radley
parish. Under section 38(6) of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, all applications
for planning permission in the Neighbourhood
Plan designated area must be determined in
accordance with the two plans together unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.
The Neighbourhood Plan (NP) has been drawn
up to dovetail with Part 1 of the Local Plan1 , and
specifies local parish policies to complement the
Vale of White Horse District Council (VWHDC)
strategic ones.

A typical street view in central Radley.
2

1

Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031. Part 1. Strategic Sites and Policies.

1 . 2 R A D L E Y PA R I S H
Radley parish is a largely undeveloped area of
approximately four kilometres by three bordering
the Thames to the north and east of Abingdon.
It contains just over one thousand dwellings and
has a population of 2835 (Census 2011). The
main settlement is in the middle of the parish. It
is separated by fields from a settlement largely
comprising mobile homes in the north of the
parish adjacent to Kennington, and from the
smaller old settlement of Lower Radley to the east
of the parish. There is an area of former minerals
workings in the south. With the exception of the
central village, which is ‘inset’, and of three large
sites very recently allocated for housing under
the Local Plan, all land in the parish is in Oxford
Green Belt.
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Open farmland in Radley parish

Radley is largely residential. In common with
other parts of the Vale of White Horse, it has
a higher proportion of older people than the
national average, with 19% of the population
aged 65+ as against 16% nationally (2011 census).
It has a large public school for boys (Radley
College), a primary school, two working farms,
a church, a public house, a community shop and
a village hall. It has good public transport links
with a bus service which runs every 20 minutes to
Oxford and Abingdon, and an hourly train service
to Oxford, Didcot and London. There is a northfacing access to and from the trunk A34 road in
the west of the parish.

Most of the working age population have jobs
outside the parish1. Some residents work from
home. Radley College is the largest employer
within the parish. There are some jobs in the
parish associated with sand and gravel processing
and on a temporary industrial estate around the
former gravel pits in the south of the parish, and a
handful of jobs related to agriculture.
Radley has a rich history. There is archaeological
evidence of continuing human occupation in
the Radley area since the Mesolithic era (80004000 BC). There are two areas within the parish
protected as scheduled monuments (see map on
page 40). The vicarage by the Church dates to the
fourteenth century, and is probably the oldest in
the country. Until the mid-twentieth century most
villagers lived in what is now the hamlet of Lower
Radley, where a number of 16th and 17th century
houses remain.
The area is also rich in biodiversity. Three areas
have been designated by the county council as
local wildlife sites (see map on page 40).

The Mansion, Radley College.
1

See Radley Parish Plan 2011. Page 14.
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1.3 THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
D E S I G N AT E D A R E A A N D P E R I O D
The designated NP area covers all of Radley
parish with the exception of an area in the west
of the parish immediately north of Abingdon.
The excluded area is part of the North Abingdon
strategic site allocated under the Local Plan. The
Parish and the Plan boundaries are shown on the
map on the inside front cover.
The Neighbourhood Plan covers the period up to
2031 in line with the current VWHDC Local Plan.

Radley’s mediaeval vicarage
4
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1 . 4 T H E VA L E O F W H I T E H O R S E
LOCAL PLAN
Work on the preparation of this plan has been
against a constant moving backdrop of emerging
proposals for Part 1 of the Vale of White Horse
Local Plan 20311. Since the publication of the
Local Plan Housing Delivery Update in February
2014, it was clear that the district council planned
to allocate substantial new housing to Radley
parish. Whilst expressing opposition to the Local
Plan proposals through the various stages of its
preparation, the Parish Council recognised that
the Neighbourhood Plan would need to support
the Local Plan outcome, and developed its

thinking on the assumption that the Local Plan
proposals would come into effect.
The final proposals for new housing in the parish
under the Local Plan Part 1 are shown in Map 2
below. They account for 900 new houses overall,
510 of which are in the designated Neighbourhood
Plan area.
No specific proposals for Part 2 of the Local
Plan had been made at the time of preparing
this document and it assumes that no additional
allocations will be made in Radley.

South Kennington strategic site.
270 houses proposed.
North Abingdon strategic site.
390 houses proposed in Radley parish.
800 homes overall.
NW Radley strategic site.
240 houses proposed.

M A P 2 . S T R AT E G I C H O U S I N G S I T E S

1

Expected to be adopted on 14 December 2016, two days before the publication of this document.
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Part 2: Purpose and objectives

2.1 THE PURPOSE OF THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
The Parish Council had three main purposes in
developing a Neighbourhood Plan. These were to:
(i) ensure that the large-scale new housing
development proposed for the parish is planned
in a way which recognises the concerns, priorities
and needs of existing residents, and which takes
account of local knowledge and evidence to
provide a better outcome both for existing and
future residents;
(ii) provide a planning framework to deal with
other land-use issues of local concern. Three
concerns were identified to be tackled at the outset
of the process namely (a) a long-standing and
acrimonious local debate about the most suitable
location for the village hall and playing fields;
(b) a contentious and dangerous situation in the
south of the parish where competing industrial,
housing access and leisure uses are inadequately
served by a narrow access road; and (c) the need if

possible to find larger premises for the community
shop1. Other concerns emerged as work on the
Plan proceeded such as the need to identify a new
graveyard site;
(iii) increase the amount of Community
Infrastructure Levy receipts accruing to the parish
to ensure that they are spent on parish priorities.

2.2 THE VISION AND OBJECTIVES
Radley is a flourishing and attractive place in a
peaceful rural setting with many long-established
residents2 and a strong sense of community.
RPC believes that the proposed new housing
could make Radley an even better place to live,
bringing in new people to add extra vitality to the
community and creating an opportunity to expand
our social infrastructure to the benefit of both
current and future residents. But we also want to
be sure that the new development does not destroy
the things that existing residents value such as the
green space around us and the strong community

The starting line at the Great Radley Run 2016
More information on these issues is in the relevant policy sections in Part 4.
A survey conducted for the Radley Parish Plan in 2011 showed that 45% of respondents had lived in Radley for more than 20years.
See Radley Parish Plan 2011, page 11.

1

6

2
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networks, and to do what we can to ensure that
infrastructure improvements are adequate to meet
the additional demands.

2 . 3 T R E AT M E N T O F C R O S S B O U N D A R Y M AT T E R S
Relationship with Kennington

Unrelated to Local Plan proposals, RPC has a
special vision for the former gravel pit area in the
south of the parish which we would like to see
developed for recreation and nature conservation
while retaining some industrial use. This is the
Radley Lakes area. The potential of the area is
currently being held back by the lack of adequate
access.
In summary, RPC’s vision is for a future for Radley
where new housing development has brought fresh
vitality and new opportunities to the community
but has done so without destroying its current
strengths, and where the mixed-use potential for
the Radley Lakes area in the south of the parish
has been fully realised.
In terms of specific objectives, RPC seeks to
achieve:
(i) development that respects the character of the
existing settlement and does not undermine its
rural setting and its sense of community.
(ii) a mix of new housing that meets needs within
our community and beyond.
(iii) improved community facilities to meet the
needs of both current residents and incomers, and
a resolution of a long-standing debate within the
community as to the where the village hall and
playing fields should be sited.

The housing strategic site in the north of the
parish – known in the Local Plan Part 1 as the
South Kennington strategic site – adjoins the
village of Kennington, and residents of the new
housing are likely to look north to Kennington for
many local services rather than south to Radley
village. RPC has accordingly had discussions
with Kennington Parish Council and Kennington
service providers, and includes proposals in this
plan reflecting those discussions.
The North Abingdon Strategic site
Some 900 new homes are proposed to be built
on the North Abingdon strategic housing site, a
substantial proportion of which will fall within
the boundaries of Radley Parish. Although the site
lies outside the Neighbourhood Plan area, RPC’s
policy is to work with the developers and relevant
public authorities to ensure its planning is coordinated with that of the NP area.
Relationship with Abingdon-on-Thames Town
Council
Similarly, RPC’s policy is to work with the
neighbouring Abingdon-on-Thames Town
Council to ensure a co-ordinated approach on
matters of common interest, notably in relation
to the North Abingdon strategic site and RPC’s
strategy for the Radley Lakes area. Efforts to set
up a meeting between the two councils have so far
not been successful.

(iv) other local infrastructure improvements
adequate to meet the needs both of current
residents and of incomers, in particular
improvements to local roads and cycle routes,
sewerage, station access and parking, and
expansion of the primary school.
(v) good connectivity between the new
developments and existing settlements so that
all parts of the parish are readily accessible by
foot and bicycle, and new residents feel part of
the village and can access community facilities
without needing to drive.
(vi) a solution to the access problem which is
currently inhibiting the development of the Radley
Lakes area to deliver maximum community
benefit.
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Part 3: Developing the Plan – the process

FEBRUARY
2015

• Steering Group established

J U LY
2015

• Designation of NP area
• Research and stakeholder discussions start

OCTOBER
2015

• Open meeting held
• Topic groups launched
• Steering Group expanded

M AY
2016

• Draft Policies published
• Household survey undertaken
• Exhibition held

DECEMBER
2016

3.1 DEFINING THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN AREA
RPC submitted an application to VWHDC for
the whole of the parish to be designated as a
Neighbourhood Plan area on 8 December 2014.
VWHDC consulted on the proposed designation
over the period 14 January – 6 March 2015.
There were 11 responses to the consultation
including one formal objection, which came from
a company with an interest in developing a large
site in Radley. Their main concern was about the
lack of clarity about the relationship between the
then emerging Local Plan and the Neighbourhood
Plan.
8

• Draft NP published
• 8-week consultation
period commences

RPC was notified on 15 July 2015 that the
Neighbourhood Plan area had been designated
with a revised boundary (see map on inside front
cover) with effect from 15 June 2015. The revised
boundary excluded one of the sites which was
proposed to be designated as a strategic housing
site under Part 1 of the Local Plan 2031, the North
Abingdon strategic site. VWHDC concluded that
this site should be excluded on the grounds that
it had “a stronger relationship to Abingdon than
Radley village, particularly with regard to road
and community infrastructure needs”.
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3 . 2 U N D E R S TA N D I N G T H E L O C A L
PLAN CONTEXT
A first task in developing work on the NP was to
understand the proposals in the emerging Local
Plan Part 1. The consultation version of the Local
Plan, published in November 2014, included the
three strategic housing sites shown in the map
on page 5, and a proposal to remove a further 10
hectare site to the south of Radley village from the
Green Belt with a view to development at some
point in the future. RPC took the view that these
proposals were not in the best interests of the
community and opposed them through the various
stages of the Local Plan process. At the same time,
however, the decision was taken to develop thinking
on the Neighbourhood Plan on the assumption
that the proposals in the November 2014 version of
the Local Plan would go ahead. RPC wanted to be
ready with informed and constructive parish views
to input to the new developments should they be
confirmed, and to ensure that land-use policies in
the Neighbourhood Plan reflected the reality of
Radley’s future.
In the event, proposals to allocate the three
strategic sites were confirmed following
Independent Examination but the proposal to
remove a fourth site from the Green Belt was not.
References to that site in early draft material were
therefore removed from later drafts of the NP.

3.3 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
STEERING GROUP1
A Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group was set up
as an advisory committee of the Parish Council
in February 2015. It comprised 3 councillors and
the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Council, acting
ex-officio. Following the parish council elections
in May 2015, the Chair of the Steering Group
changed, and one additional parish councillor
joined the group.
Membership of the group was expanded
significantly in January 2016 to include
people who had been active in work on the
Neighbourhood Plan topic groups (see below).
Eight additional members were co-opted, six
of whom remained on the Steering Group
throughout the progress of the NP to presubmission consultation.

The Group had no powers to take decisions on
behalf of the Parish Council. It did however play a
major role in advising the Council on the steps to
be taken in developing the NP and on the policies
to be adopted.

3.4 RADLEY’S FUTURE WEBSITE
AND FORUM
A new section of the Radley village website was
created over the summer of 2015 to provide a
single and easily accessible source of information
for Radley people both about Local Plan proposals
for Radley and progress with the Neighbourhood
Plan. In addition to sections on those two themes,
it included sections containing details of the
various developer proposals for Radley sites and
of past consultation exercises. New sections were
added as the work proceeded, covering the work
of the topic groups, the May 2016 consultation
exercise and the December 2016 consultation.
A forum was set up on the village website in
March 2016 to encourage local discussion of the
issues but did not take off.

3 . 5 M O N T H LY C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
Radley residents were kept up-to-date with
developments on the Neighbourhood Plan
through monthly reports in the parish news
magazine, Radley News, and monthly email
bulletins to some 500 people signed up to the
RPC Neighbourhood Plan email distribution list.
This included people who had signed up to the
earlier Save Radley Village campaign and others
expressing interest at one or other of RPC’s
Neighbourhood Plan consultation events.

3 . 6 I N V O LV I N G T H E C O M M U N I T Y
– IDENTIFYING KEY TOPICS
RPC held a well-publicised open meeting in the
Church Room in Radley in October 2015 to agree
key themes to be explored for the Neighbourhood
Plan. More than 40 people attended. The meeting
agreed the following five key themes for taking
forward work on the Neighbourhood Plan:
(i) The shape and cohesion of Radley village,
including the location of the village hall, the
community shop, open space and other possible
facilities.

The membership and terms of reference of the Steering Group can be found on the Radley village website under
Radley’s Future/The Neighbourhood Plan.

1
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(ii) Infrastructure priorities: roads and other
transport provision, sewerage and flood
prevention, the primary school.
(iii) The requirements of parishioners
neighbouring the South Kennington site in
relation to plans for that area.
(iv) Opportunities and challenges around Thrupp
Lane (the Radley Lakes area).
(v) Housing design, mix and tenure.
In selecting topics to propose to the open meeting,
the Steering Group was able to draw on views
expressed though a number of earlier consultation
exercises, and on RPC’s knowledge of local areas
of concern. These included a survey undertaken
for the Parish Plan published in 20111, a survey for
the Save Radley Village campaign in November
20142, and the results of consultation by Radley
College in March 20153.

3 . 7 I N V O LV I N G T H E C O M M U N I T Y
– THE WORK OF THE TOPIC
GROUPS
Topic groups were set up to look into the first four
of the five themes identified, with many of those
who attended the October 2015 open meeting
agreeing to participate. The numbers involved in
each topic group ranged from 8 to 3. The groups
worked over the winter months of 2015/2016,
reporting to the Steering Group in January or
February of 2016. The conclusions of the South
Kennington group were fed into the Infrastructure
group. Reports of the ‘Shape and Cohesion’,
‘Thrupp Lane’ and ‘Infrastructure’ groups are
published as supporting documents to this report.
Members of the Steering Group researched the fifth
theme but no policies were developed at this stage.
The reports of the topic groups were considered
by the Steering Group, and pulled together
into RPC’s May 2016 publication: “Developing
Radley’s Neighbourhood Plan. Our thinking to
date and draft policies for consultation”.

as the County Council, the Environment Agency
and Thames Water, and undertaking a number
of surveys. The Thrupp Lane group remained in
existence as a source of advice to the Steering Group
on issues affecting the Radley Lakes area. Other subgroups were convened ad hoc to deal with particular
issues as they came up eg on questionnaire analysis,
housing policies, Kennington issues and the future of
the allotment site.

3 . 8 I N V O LV I N G T H E C O M M U N I T Y
– T H E M AY 2 0 1 6 C O N S U LTAT I O N
RPC held a major parish consultation exercise in
May 2016. There were three components.
(i) The publication of the consultation document
referred to above
(ii) An exhibition in the Village Hall on Saturday
21 and Sunday 22 May which illustrated
the ideas in the consultation document. It
was attended by approximately 400 people.
Feedback is available in supporting documents.
(iii) A questionnaire survey of all households in
Radley.
The questionnaire covered a selected range
of topics on which the Steering Committee
considered that it was particularly important
to understand the community’s views before
preparing a full draft Neighbourhood Plan. These
were
• The preferred location of the village hall and
playing fields;
• Possible development of the central allotment
site
• The future of the community shop
• The Radley Lakes/Thrupp Lane area
• Facilities to support the development in south
Kennington.

The Infrastructure Topic group continued to
exist throughout the process of developing
the Neighbourhood Plan, providing advice on
infrastructure issues as they emerged, pursuing
discussions with key infrastructure providers such

Radley Parish Plan 2011, pages 11-15
Save Radley Village Survey. November 2014, pages 4-13
3
Radley College consultation feedback, March 2015
1
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2

Neighbourhood Plan exhibition. May 2016.
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The questionnaire also asked about the housing
needs of respondents and members of their
families, and contained a section inviting wider
views on matters related to the Neighbourhood
Plan but not covered in the questionnaire.
The questionnaire was distributed to all
households in the parish by hand under cover
of a 4-page explanatory leaflet, and there were
follow-up visits to prompt returns. Respondents
were able to select between completing the paper
questionnaire or completing the questionnaire
online. 45% of Radley households responded
(pleasingly, a higher response rate than recorded
turn-out rates for most NP referendums held to
date).
The responses were analysed on an Excel
spreadsheet and in a full written report of the
consultation, and copies of both placed on the
parish website. A two-page summary of the key
results was prepared and distributed in hard copy
through the village shop and as an insert in Radley
News. An electronic version of the summary was
circulated to those on the RPC Neighbourhood
Plan mailing list.
The Steering Group reviewed the issues in the light
of the questionnaire responses. In August 2016,
RPC issued a statement setting out the policies
it planned to pursue on the matters raised in the
questionnaire. A checklist of other matters raised
in the questionnaire responses was drawn up, and
taken into account in developing the draft Plan.
The responses on housing needs were analysed
to form the basis of a document setting out
RPC’s housing policies, published as “Housing
requirements for the Radley Strategic sites”.
All the documents referred to in this section are
available as supporting documents.

3.9 DISCUSSIONS WITH
S TA K E H O L D E R S
Members of the Steering Group held discussions
with the following bodies in developing the plan
up to formal consultation stage:
* Arnold White Estates – south Radley site
developers
CEG/ Carter Jonas/ Westbourne Ltd – N
Abingdon site developers
* Earth Trust

* Environment Agency flood risk team
Graham Payne/ Davis Planning Ltd – Old Coal
Yard owner
* Great Western Railway
Kennington Health centre
* Kennington Parish Council
Malthouse surgery, Abingdon
* Oxfordhire County Council minerals planning
department
* Oxfordshire County Council highways
department
Oxfordshire County Council education
department
* Radley College
Radley primary school
* Radley Village Hall Committee
Radley Village Shop Committee
* Redrow / Curtin and Co – south Kennington site
developers
* St Swithun’s primary school, Kennington
* Thames Water
Tuckwell’s Ltd, minerals operators in Thrupp
Lane
VWHDC - Neighbourhood Planning team
* Notes of meetings with these bodies are available
as supporting documents.

3.10 DECEMBER 2016 FORMAL
C O N S U LTAT I O N
This section will be added when the December
consultation is complete.

3 . 1 1 S T R AT E G I C E N V I R O N M E N TA L
ASSESSMENT
The proposals to develop two strategic housing
sites in the Neighbourhood Plan area have been
dealt with in a sustainability appraisal of the
Local Plan Part 1. The NP does not allocate
any further sites for development and does
not contain proposals that may affect sensitive
natural or heritage assets. RPC has applied to
VWHDC for a screening opinion under regulation
9 of the Environmental Assessment of Plans
and Programmes Regulations 2004 to confirm
that strategic environmental assessment is not
required.
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Part 4: Policies

4.1 GENERAL
This Part of the NP sets out formal policies on
twelve subject areas of particular importance to
the Plan’s objectives (which are set out in Part 2.2).
The diagram on the next page lists these subject
areas, showing how each contributes to one or
more objectives. For each subject area there are
three linked passages.
1. CONTEXT: this passage summarises the

factual background and issues which have led to
the policies, referring where needed to supporting
documents in the NP’s evidence base.
2. WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE:

Because the policies themselves need to be brief
they will not necessarily convey what it is that
they aim to achieve. This passage provides this
key link, setting out the aim behind the policies
and in some cases the detail which would not be
appropriate for the policies themselves. There
is also in each case a short explanation of the
relationship with the Local Plan, indicating the
additional value which the Neighbourhood Plan
aims to bring. These passages vary in length,
ranging from a brief statement of the desired
outcome to a fuller statement of strategy.
3. POLICIES: These are the business end of the
NP - relatively short statements of what needs
to be done, set out in the shaded boxes. The NP
contains two types of policy:

• Planning Policies: these are at the heart of
the Neighbourhood Plan’s purpose and are
designed to help the local planning authority
(the Vale of White Horse District Council)
decide planning applications;
• Community Actions: this term has been used
for other matters of importance to the NP,
mostly about infrastructure, where delivery
cannot be secured simply by reacting to
planning applications and more pro-active
12

action or advocacy is required by Radley Parish
Council, most often working with others
These policies have been prefixed ‘PP’ and ‘CA’
respectively, each having its own numerical
sequence. In practice, they are often interdependant, and for that reason have been listed
alongside each other.
The policies are designed to be consistent with
those in the National Planning Policy Framework
and the VWHDC Local Plan, providing
supplementary detail where the circumstances of
the Radley Neighbourhood Plan area justify that.
For example, the Neighbourhood Plan contains
policies on drainage and sewerage because of the
significant problems which have been encountered
with its infrastructure, and on cycling and walking
so that the Local Plan policies can be developed
more specifically in terms of the village’s
geography and needs. In a very few instances a
Neighbourhood Plan policy partially or wholly
repeats what is anyway in the Local Plan. This has
generally been avoided, but is sometimes necessary
to provide a coherent narrative.
There are other subject areas which are also
important to the Neighbourhood Plan, but which
are already dealt with adequately by Local Plan
policies without the need for supplementary detail
in this Plan. These include the Local Plan policies
in relation to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and Local Distinctiveness (CP 37-38)
The Historic Environment (CP39)
Sustainable Design and Construction (CP40)
Renewable Energy (CP41)
Flood Risk (CP42)
Natural Resources (CP43)

(The numbers in brackets refer to the Local Plan
‘Core Policies’ dealing with these issues.)
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O B J E C T I V E S M AT R I X

Development that respects the character of the
existing settlement and does not undermine its rural
setting and its sense of community.
A mix of new housing that meets needs within our
community and beyond.
Improved community facilities to meet the needs of
both current residents and incomers, and a resolution
of a long-standing debate within the community as to
the where the village hall and playing fields should be
sited.
Other local infrastructure improvements adequate
to meet the needs both of current residents and of
incomers, in particular improvements to local roads
and cycle routes, sewerage, station access and parking,
and expansion of the primary school.
Good connectivity between the new developments
and existing settlements so that all parts of the
parish are readily accessible by foot and bicycle, and
new residents feel part of the village and can access
community facilities without needing to drive.
A solution to the access problem which is currently
inhibiting the development of the Radley Lakes area
to deliver maximum community benefit.

Sites for development

Housing mix and tenure

Community facilities

Primary education and
health

Radley Lakes area

Roads

Cycling and walking

Village connectivity

Radley station access

Surface water drainage and
sewerage

Digital connectivity

Conserving the natural
environment
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4.2 SITES FOR DEVELOPMENT
4.2.1 CONTEXT

Radley currently has about 1,000 homes, including
about 300 mobile homes. The strategic sites
allocated under the Local Plan Part 1 will increase
the number of homes by 90% and the number of
fixed homes by 125% as follows:
North West Radley		
South Kennington		
North Abingdon		

240
270
390

The 390 North Abingdon homes are outside
the NP area but within the parish of Radley.
Additionally, there are to be a further 410 homes
on this site just over the border from Radley.
This is an exceptional rate of increase, which will
challenge Radley’s coherence as a community,
its rural character and the capacity of its
infrastructure.
Any further significant housing sites during the
NP period would
• Make it more difficult to plan for and absorb
the large sites currently planned for;
• Overwhelm the local infrastructure and destroy
the character and coherence of the local
community;
• Erode the remaining Green Belt, which provides
separation for Radley as a community and
protects its rural setting.
There are however some more limited
opportunities where development might bring
positive benefit.

4.2.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

The NP aims to do three things:
• Plan constructively for the two strategic
housing sites in the Neighbourhood Plan area;
• Identify smaller opportunities, including one
for commercial use, where development could
bring benefit;
• Set a geographical boundary on any further
development during the NP period.
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The two strategic housing sites
The NP takes as a given that the Local Plan
has designated the two strategic housing sites
in Radley (North West Radley and South
Kennington), but RPC strongly believe that they
need to engage in the more detailed planning of
these sites and ensure that they are integrated with
planning for the wider parish. For example: there
are linkages between playground provision on-site
and elsewhere in the parish; site access needs to
be planned in accord with road hierarchies for the
wider parish; cycle track alignment needs to take
account of extra trip generation from the sites and
of the use of land on the sites; green space needs
to be protected where it is important to those on
and off the sites; and more generally the planning
process needs to ensure that separate disconnected
communities are not created. Later sections of the
NP include important detailed policies designed to
integrate the sites properly into the village and its
infrastructure.
Other opportunities (See Map 3 on page 16)
There are two smaller areas where limited housing
development could make more suitable use of the
land in support of the NP objectives. Between
them they could accommodate a further 20-25
homes.
• The Old Coal Yard. This site on the upper
part of Thrupp Lane is in Green Belt but is
brownfield and an eyesore. With appropriate
conditions to reduce the visual impact of the
housing, development should result in this land
being better cared for.
• The Allotments. This site is not in Green Belt
and is strategically placed by the railbridge in
the centre of the village. It could potentially
be used for a larger village shop as well as for
a small number of homes. It is owned by the
Parish Council. Use of this site would depend
on relocation of the allotments, discussed in
Section 4.4 below.
The policies below set out conditions which would
need to be met for development of these two areas
to be supported.
Additionally, there is a further site where economic
development might be appropriate:
• The J Curtis & Sons Ltd (JCSL) industrial
estate. This site at the foot of Thrupp Lane
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is in the Green Belt and is under current
permissions due to be restored to greenfield
when nearby mineral extraction is completed. It
is a brownfield site very close to the Abingdon
commercial estate off Barton Lane. It has
developed ad hoc, and there is a case for a
properly planned permanent commercial
estate on this site, provided that an access can
be created towards Audlett Drive. This case
is related to the Radley Lakes strategy and is
discussed in Section 4.6.
Last and for completeness there is a further
significant development proposed for the
Neighbourhood Plan area.
• The proposed Park & Ride site at Lodge Hill.
In their Local Transport Plan 4, Oxfordshire
County Council have proposed a major Park
& Ride site for 1,600 cars alongside the A34
Lodge Hill junction. The case for this is
strategic, relating to traffic management in the
wider area to the south west of Oxford, and
because it is a county matter is outside the
scope of the Neighbourhood Plan. It is however
important that any decision to grant planning
permission also takes account of local impacts:
loss of green belt land, visual intrusion, surface
water drainage and the impact on local roads
that would be used to access the site (see
Section 4.7).

A geographical boundary
Given the scale of development already planned
over the period to 2031, the NP provides that any
development should be limited to infill within
the existing built-up area of the parish and to the
development of the strategic sites. The Green Belt
around Radley is delineated so that it excludes
an ‘inset area’ which broadly corresponds to the
current central built-up area as well as the three
strategic housing sites allocated in the Local Plan.
The NP defines the built-up area within which
development is permissible by reference to the
central Radley inset area (see Map 3).
Relationship with the Local Plan
Local Plan CP4 and CP8 designate the two
strategic sites in the NP area and the site templates
in Appendix A make some consequential provision
for lay-out and supporting infrastructure. The NP
contains additional complementary policies to
shape and integrate the sites within the wider NP
area.
CP4 also sets out criteria for the development
of other sites. CP13 makes related provision
for protection of the Green Belt, including the
Green Belt round Radley, and lists the very
limited circumstances where development might
be appropriate. In accord with these policies the
NP sets out criteria for two small opportunities
in Radley that are potentially suitable for

The Old Coal Yard
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1

4.2.3 POLICIES
PP.1 Development on the Old Coal Yard to the west of
Thrupp Lane will be supported where the following criteria
are adequately addressed:

7

3
2
4

8
5

6

• The development provides satisfactorily for the
management of traffic on Thrupp Lane, both through
direct mitigation measures and through a financial
contribution towards wider measures to reduce conflicts
and increase safety;
• The scheduled monument (archaeological remains) on
the west side of the site is protected;
• Development is in accord with a master plan which
minimises any sense of intrusion into the Green Belt
and restores a rural character free of dereliction. The
masterplan should include measures for locating
development to the east of the site, for retention
of tree belts and for removal of hard standings and
decontamination of land.
PP.2 Development of the current allotments by the rail
bridge will be supported where the following criteria are
adequately addressed

MAP 3.
SITES AND OPPORTUNITIES
FOR DEVELOPMENT
KEY
1 South Kennington strategic site
2 North West Radley strategic site
3 North Abbingdon strategic site
4 Central allotments
5 Old Coal Yard
6 John Curtis and Sons Ltd Industrial Estate
7 Lodge Hill Junction – proposed location for Park and
Ride
8 Central Radley inset area

development (PP1 and PP2) and indicates where
development is unlikely to be suitable (PP3). In the
case of the allotment site there is also a separate
Community Action reflecting RPC’s role as owner.
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• Appropriate measures are taken to remedy any
contamination or instability from previous land uses and
the main sewer under the site is adequately protected;
• A suitable replacement allotment site is provided by the
Parish Council which is of at least equivalent quality and
is located at reasonable convenience to the community
(see also CA.5);
• The Village community shop is given an option to occupy
part of the site.
CA.1 RPC, as owner, will develop the allotments only if it
provides an overall benefit to the community. This might
either be through provision of on-site community facilities
such as an enlarged community shop or through a financial
contribution towards community facilities and projects
elsewhere
PP.3 The Green Belt round Radley will be protected to
maintain its openness and permanence. Inappropriate
development outside the built-up area of the village as
defined by the Green Belt inset area will not be approved
except in very special circumstances.
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4.3 HOUSING MIX AND TENURE

This survey evidence was placed alongside likely
requirements from those outside Radley to
produce an overall assessment of demand and of
its implications for housing mix. These figures
suggest there is some mismatch between a bottom
up analysis taking local Radley evidence as its
starting point, and a top down analysis of a wider
area based on the modelling techniques used in the
SHMA.

4.3.1 CONTEXT

The mix of new housing in the Neighbourhood
Plan area needs to reflect the needs of:
• those living in Radley and their families;
• those in neighbouring areas such as Kennington
and Abingdon, whose requirements are likely to
be broadly similar;
• those wanting to move into the parish from
further afield.

In addition to new housing sites an important
element of Radley’s ability to meet housing need
is its unusually large number of mobile homes:
about 300 on four sites, comprising about 30%
of all Radley’s homes5. In an area where housing
costs are very high relative to earnings these homes
provide an important element of affordable and
flexible supply.

The Oxfordshire Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA) provides an estimate of needs
across the Vale, differentiating between market
and affordable housing and by size of dwelling.
To complement those district-wide estimates,
RPC explored the housing requirements of Radley
households and their families through the survey
undertaken in May 2016. The results are recorded
in RPC’s paper: Housing Requirements for the
Radley Strategic sites, September 2016.

4.3.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

This NP contains supplementary policies which
aim to ensure that, within the policies set out in
the Local Plan, the maximum allowable account is
taken of local need drawing on RPC’s survey and
assessment.

The main findings were:
• Size: For market housing, around 70% of local
demand is for smaller properties (including
downsizer and starter homes), well above
the SHMA guideline of 28%. For affordable
housing, local demand for smaller housing was
closely in line with the SHMA guideline of
62%.1
• Older people: The needs of older people form
a significant and growing part of the housing
requirement, both locally and across the Vale.
Radley survey responses showed a particular
demand for downsizer homes, which would
also release larger homes for families, and for
bungalows. But a mix of provision is needed,
including homes with associated care and
community facilities.2
• Affordable housing: the local demand for
intermediate affordable housing slightly
exceeds that for social rented housing and
forms a significantly higher proportion of
affordable demand than the Local Plan’s 75:25
split between social rented and intermediate
housing.3
• Self-build: The survey revealed enough interest
in self-build among Radley households for this
to be worth following up.4
Housing Requirements for the Radley Strategic sites. Tables 4&7.
Ibid. Table 5
3
Ibid. Table 6
4
Ibid. Table 6

Smaller homes. Local Plan Core Policy (CP) 22
prescribes that the mix between larger and smaller
homes for market housing should be 72:28 as in
the SHMA guideline, subject to viability testing.
The RPC survey shows that local demand has an
inverse ratio, with some 70% of demand being for
smaller homes. The NP aims to ensure that the
local evidence for a higher proportion of smaller
homes is placed on the table before decisions are
taken on planning permissions for the strategic
housing sites.
Intermediate housing. Local Plan CP24 prescribes
that the affordable housing split between
intermediate and social rented should be 25:75.
The RPC survey showed that local demand for
intermediate housing slightly exceeds that for
social renting. As with the evidence on smaller
homes, the NP aims to ensure that this evidence is
placed on the table in the context of decisions on
the strategic housing sites.
Homes for older people. Local Plan CP 26, like
this Plan, emphasises the need for homes suitable
for older people but does not prescribe or suggest
specific numbers. The NP sets out guideline figures

1
2

17
5

Ibid. Table 1
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One of Radley’s mobile home sites.

derived from its survey results as set out in the
RPC paper Housing Requirements for the Radley
Strategic sites, September 2016. These are1:
• for every 6 new dwellings built, there should be
a minimum of one downsizer unit; and
• for every 15 new dwellings built, there should
be a minimum of one place in a home for
independent living with community facilities;
and
• for every 30 new dwellings built, there should
be one bed-space in a care home to be built on
one of the sites; and
• Some bungalows should be included in the mix
of homes.
The intention is that the guidelines should be
applied to allow some averaging across sites and to
reflect site characteristics and viability.
Self-build. There are no Local Plan policies
for self-build but the National Planning Policy
Framework encourages authorities to reflect
demand and in the case of Radley there is enough
evidence from its survey to pursue this2. To explore
demand over a larger area, RPC recommends that
the VWHDC housing department takes steps to
identify individuals interested in self-build at the
Radley strategic sites. In the meantime, each of the
developers should reserve spaces for six to ten selfbuild units until the level of demand is clearer.

Relationship with the Local Plan
The relationship has already been dealt with in the
preceding text

4.3.3 POLICIES
PP.4 The mix of tenure and size on housing sites should
take appropriate account of the evidence of demand
from Radley residents and their families, and of the
guideline figures for housing for the older people, set out
in Housing Requirements for the Radley Strategic sites,
September 2016.
PP.5 The provision of plots for self-build on the strategic
housing sites will be supported.
CA.2 The four mobile home sites in the parish play an
important role in meeting housing need and RPC will
oppose proposals for them to be converted to other uses.

Ibid. Page 1
National Planning Policy Framework Paragraph 50.
The Radley Survey suggested a requirement for 17 self-build plots for Radley households and their families. See Housing Requirements for the
Radley Strategic Sites, Table 6.

1
2
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Mobile homes. For mobile homes there are no
specific Local Plan policies, but the three mobile
homes sites in the north of the parish will be
protected by general green belt policy in CP13.
The importance of the mobile homes sites for
affordable and flexible housing supply is so great
in Radley that there is a Community Action to
safeguard them.
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4.4 COMMUNITY FACILITIES
4.4.1 CONTEXT

Radley). The Vale of White Horse Leisure Centre
is immediately outside the parish boundary to the
south west, and is also not shown.

Existing facilities

Issues which need addressing

Radley currently has

In most respects the existing facilities are good
and well-used but certain issues have arisen which
the Plan needs to address:

• a village hall with adjacent play area, playing
field and sports pavilion at Gooseacre. RPC
and the village hall trustees have a leasehold
interest in this land which runs to 2037. Radley
College owns the freehold;
• a full-sized football pitch on privately owned
land adjacent to the RPC playing field;
• a further football pitch and skate park owned
by VWHDC at Barrow Hill on the western
edge of the parish;
• a sports hall, a 9-hole golf course and a cricket
pitch, all part of Radley College but open for
use by outside members at limited times;
• a church and the nearby church room which is
available for rent;
• a large Greene King public house, close to the
station;
• a community shop, also close to the station;
• allotments owned by RPC in the centre of
the village, and privately owned allotments in
Lower Radley;
• two cemeteries and the church graveyard.
The location of these facilities is shown on Map
4 (with the exception of the privately-owned
allotments, which are off the map in Lower

(i) the village hall is showing signs of age and the
associated parking is inadequate. There will
be additional pressures on the facilities from a
growing population;
(ii) the community shop is small with minimal
storage space. There is no room on the
present site for it to expand to meet the
demands of a larger population, nor to
provide additional services such as a post
office counter or a café area;
(ii) there is an existing waiting list for allotments.
More demand can be expected as the
community expands;
(iv) the cemeteries will shortly run out of space;
(v) there was some enthusiasm within the
community to bring more of the facilities
together on one site in order to create a
stronger ‘heart’ to the village.1
The proposal to move the village hall to
a new site
All these issues have been aired as part of an
ongoing village debate about the possibility of

View of existing playground, village hall and playing field, Gooseacre.
1

See Report of Shape & Cohesion Group, February 2016.
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MAP 4. COMMUNITY FACILITIES IN CENTRAL VILLAGE
A Church, Church Room, Graveyard, Upper Cemetery, Primary school
B Site proposed by Radley College for community hall and playing field
C Lower cemetery
D Community shop
E Radley Parish Council allotments (there is also another allotment site in Lower Radley)
F Station
G Bowyer Arms, including car park and vacant land
H Community hall, playground, playing field and pavilion at Gooseacre
I Full size football pitch
J Barrow Hill football pitch and skateboard rink owned by Vale District Council
K Proposed full size football fields as part of North Abingdon strategic housing site
L Radley College sports hall (open to outside membership)
Notes: Italics are used for proposals. All other facilities are actual
Radley College playing fields include a golf course open to outside membership and a cricket ground used by the
village cricket club
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moving the village hall and playing fields to a new
site at the other end of the village.
A proposal to move the facilities to a green field
site owned by Radley College north of Church
Road (B on Map 4) was first put forward in 2008.
Radley College offered to provide new facilities
there at their own expense on condition that the
existing Gooseacre site was made available to them
for development. The proposal met with mixed
reactions and was not taken forward at that time.
Radley College put forward a more ambitious
scheme for the Church Road site in late 2014.
This included plans for a village green, a larger
village shop, increased provision for parking and
additional cemetery space, all alongside the new
hall and sports facilities. The proposals again
met with a mixed reaction. The more ambitious
plan was shelved by Radley College in August
2015 pending greater clarity on the outcome of
the Local Plan process, and replaced by a simple
proposal for the relocation of the hall and playing
fields tabled for the May 2016 consultation.
Both the existing and proposed new sites are
currently in Green Belt, and are expected to
remain so for the foreseeable future. However,
both sites were proposed for removal from the
Green Belt at various stages of the process leading
up to the adoption of the Local Plan Part 1,
adding uncertainty to the context within which
the debate has taken place.
The issue provoked strongly polarised views
expressed both at public meetings and exhibitions
and through opinion surveys run by RPC and
Radley College1. Getting an up-to-date, informed
and representative view of opinions and priorities
within the community was an important element
of the May 2016 parish consultation.
This survey showed that the community is split
3-ways between those who want a new village
hall and playing fields provided at the proposed
Church Road site (37% of respondents), those
who want them left where they are (32%), and
those with no strong view either way (31%). Many
of those in favour expressed enthusiasm for the
prospect of improved and expanded facilities, with
some seeing the move as an opportunity to create
Save Radley Village Survey, November 2014.
Radley college consultation feedback, March 2015.
2
Report on Neighbourhood Plan Consultation, May 2016, Pages 4-6
3
Ibid. Pages 15 & 16

a new heart to the village. Those opposed to the
move were for the most part strongly against
development on either site and/ or felt that the
new site would be too far away from where many
families live.2
In the light of the consultation responses, RPC
decided not to support the proposed relocation.
Despite the numbers in favour, we concluded that
it was too big a change to be pushed through when
consultation had shown that a substantial section
of the population was against it, including the
majority of respondents living at the south end
of the village close to the current facilities. RPC
was also conscious that both the existing and
proposed site were in the Green Belt, and that it
would be hard to demonstrate the ‘very special
circumstances’ upon which permission for any
non-sports-related development would depend.
The policies set out below aim to deliver many of
the benefits residents looked for from the proposed
move without the loss of the valued Gooseacre
recreational area, and without development on
Green Belt land north of Church Road.
South Kennington
Residents of the mobile home parks and nearby
permanent homes in the north of the parish look
in part to Kennington for recreation areas and
community facilities, and the residents of the new
South Kennington housing site are likely to do so
also. The development of the South Kennington
site provides the opportunity to provide better
facilities for those in that area. The May 2016
questionnaire responses showed that a local shop
was the main priority of residents in that part of
the parish3. Kennington Parish Council is also
looking to refurbish its pavilion at nearby Playfield
Road, as it anticipates increased usage of the
playing fields, pavilion and football/cricket clubs
resulting from the new development.

4.4.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

The NP aims to settle the debate about location
so that planning can concentrate instead on the
facilities themselves, ensuring that they are what
the community need and can unite behind. The
proposed way forward is as follows.

1
1
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Creating a ‘heart’ to the village
While it would in principle be preferable for
the village to have a stronger natural centre,
with facilities grouped together there, Radley’s
geography does not lend itself to this. The
consultation has shown no easy and widely
supported way of bringing more of the facilities
together. The emphasis therefore is on improving
and expanding what we have.
The village hall
This should remain close to its current location.
There should be a radical look at how the various
Gooseacre facilities might be improved and
possibly reconfigured to provide a modern hall,
increased parking provision, a play area and, at a
minimum, informal recreational space available
for use alongside the hall for the summer fete
and other village activities. A working group
comprising representatives of RPC, the Village
Hall Committee and interested volunteers has
been set up to consider the possibilities. Radley
College, owners of the freehold, have said that
they are in principle prepared to work with RPC
and the Village Hall Committee to explore the
opportunities.
Playing fields
RPC notes that it is proposed to provide two new
full-size pitches, a cricket pitch and associated
facilities on a large site immediately to the west
of the Peachcroft Farm buildings as part of the

The central allotments, a possible new site for the village shop.
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Vale of White Horse Leisure and Sports Facilities Study 2013-31

North Abingdon strategic site development (K on
Map 4). These new facilities will be well-placed
to meet demand for formal football pitches from
the residents of the central part of Radley as well
as the demands of new residents from the NW
Radley and North Abingdon developments. We
note that the evidence from the Nortoft Report1 is
that the wider North Abingdon area is generally
already well provided with sports and leisure
facilities. Against this background, it would be
acceptable to release a small part of the Gooseacre
playing field in order to expand the footprint
of the village hall and parking area, if desired,
provided a good-sized informal recreation area
was retained on the site.
Proposed cycle track C (see Map 8 on page 34) will
provide an important cycle and pedestrian link
to the new Peachcroft sports facilities, especially
convenient for those living on the NW Radley site.
Play areas
The provision of adequate playground facilities
on the South Kennington and North West Radley
strategic sites was raised in response to the May
consultation and RPC would accordingly wish
to see such facilities included on both sites. In
the case of the North-West Radley site, the play
area should be positioned at the north end to best
complement the play area which already exists
south of the site at Gooseacre.
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The community shop
The May 2016 household survey revealed
overwhelming local support for the community shop,
with many respondents wanting to see it expanded.
There was concern however that the shop should not
be moved far from its current very central location
close to the pub and railway station where it is easy
for many residents to reach on foot.1
RPC and the Village Shop Committee have
reviewed options for expanding the shop close to
its current location. The central allotment site,
owned by the Parish Council, is one possibility
provided a suitable alternative site for the
allotments can be found. Land next to the pub,
which is designated as a community asset, would
also be suitable in principle but the landowners,
Greene King, have so far not been willing to
discuss the possibilities.
These options should be further explored.
The allotments
A fresh look is needed at the number and location
of allotments. More allotments are needed to
meet the requirements of those already on the
waiting list and the additional demand likely to
arise from the new developments. The present
central allotment site is not ideal and offers no
scope for expansion. It is also a possible location
for a larger village shop. RPC will be working with
local landowners to identify possible sites to meet
these requirements.
Cemeteries
New space needs to be found for a cemetery. A
location near the church and existing cemeteries
is desirable. Radley College, the landowners, have
undertaken to provide a site, and this is welcome.
The precise location will be considered alongside
plans to extend the adjacent primary school.
Facilities for South Kennington
In addition to the play area proposed above, the
developers of the South Kennington housing site
should reserve a space for a shop. CIL money
should be allocated for the refurbishment of the
nearby Playfield Road pavilion.
Relationship with Local Plan
Most of the NP policies in this section are for
general community facilities serving the village as

1

Report on Neighbourhood Plan consultation. May 2016. Pages 7-9

a whole – a subject on which the Local Plan does
not have any relevant policies.
The Local Plan (CP38) does however have
requirements for facilities on strategic housing
sites. Developers are required to produce
a masterplan which inter alia provides for
‘community leisure and recreation facilities as
appropriate’. There is however no specific mention
of such facilities in the templates for the individual
South Kennington and North West Radley sites
included in Appendix A to the Plan and policies
PP7 and 8 in this Plan fill this gap.

4.4.3 POLICIES
CA.3 The village hall, playground and a playing field
should continue to be located on Gooseacre, but need
re-imagining, possibly with replacement buildings, so
they better meet the aspirations of a flourishing and
expanding village. RPC, together with the village hall
committee and the freeholders, should prepare and
implement a plan for achieving this. RPC will also support
the refurbishment of the Playfield Road pavilion in
Kennington.
CA.4 The community shop should remain near its current
location, but if achievable on a larger site. RPC, with the
shop management committee, should further explore the
use of the allotment site for that purpose.
CA.5 RPC should approach local landowners to identify
a suitable site for additional allotments, and for a
replacement site for the existing allotments if needed.
CA.6 RPC should work with Radley College to provide an
additional cemetery on a site close to the primary school.
PP.6 The land around the Bowyer Arms is an asset of
community value and should be considered as a location
for community facilities if it is proposed for development.
PP.7 The North-West Radley housing site should include,
towards its north end, a playground.
PP.8 The South Kennington Housing site should include a
playground and should reserve a space for a shop.
PP.9 Where replacement sites or buildings are needed
for community facilities they should, unless in situ
construction make this impracticable, be ready before the
old facilities are removed.
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4 . 5 P R I M A R Y E D U C AT I O N A N D
H E A LT H C A R E

4.5.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

Primary education
4.5.1 CONTEXT

Primary education
Radley village currently has a half-year entry
Church of England primary school situated close
to the church at the north end of the village. It is a
flourishing school but not large enough to provide
a place every year for every Radley child seeking a
place there. The situation will become worse when
240 new homes have been built on the NW Radley
site. Expansion of the school to accommodate
full year entry is supported by its governors. The
school and community are keen to see a quality
extension or replacement building rather than
makeshift add-ons. Radley College have expressed
willingness in principle to contribute towards
achieving this, including through use of nearby
land in their ownership.
Kennington village is served by St Swithun’s
Church of England primary school, attended by
many children living in the north part of Radley
parish. St Swithun’s has very recently expanded
to 2-form entry. RPC’s understanding is that
the school has sufficient capacity to provide for
children living in Kennington and in the north
end of Radley parish when the proposed 270 new
homes on the North Kennington site have been
developed. It currently has a few vacancies in the
main school. However, nursery provision is at
present insufficient and will be further challenged
by the proposed new development.
Primary healthcare
There is currently no GP service or healthcare
centre in the parish. Radley residents largely look
for primary health care services to the Kennington
Health Centre, and to the Malthouse, Abingdon
and Long Furlong surgeries in Abingdon, where
there can be long delays in getting appointments.
The new housing (not just in the Neighbourhood
Plan area) risks making the problem worse.
The immediate problems arise largely from a
shortage of doctors but there is also a potential
problem of insufficient premises. The Malthouse
surgery already has an outstanding application
through the NHS improvement fund for minor
improvements which would possibly create space
for them to take on up to another 4000 patients.1
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The Neighbourhood Plan addresses two specific
issues.
• Radley Primary School: the school is not just
a contributor to adequate school numbers
but a key part of the village bringing people
together, reducing the use of the car for the
school run, and potentially providing facilities
of wider community use. RPC would strongly
support proposals which provide a quality and/
or innovative approach to the expansion of
the school, so that it is a building of which the
village can be proud. They are ready to work
accordingly with OCC, Radley College and the
school governors;
• St Swithun’s Primary School, Kennington:
the Plan’s concern here is to ensure that the
shortfall in nursery places is addressed and
funding from the Community Infrastructure
Levy applied.
Primary healthcare
The NP aims to ensure that adequate premises are
provided for the primary healthcare of residents
of the new developments in Radley parish and
neighbouring areas. The detail needs to be
agreed with the relevant Clinical Commissioning
Groups(s), but there is a need for developers of the
strategic sites in Radley/North Abingdon either to
provide a new surgery or health centre within one
of the sites or to contribute towards the expansion
of one of the existing surgeries. The intention is
that their contribution should be proportionate
to the additional need and not a substitute for
mainstream NHS spending.
Relationship with Local Plan
The Local Plan (site templates in Appendix A
and the supporting Infrastructure Delivery Plan)
makes quite detailed provision for additional
school places, both within Radley and nearby.
This Plan adds to the Local Plan in two ways. In
the case of Radley primary school it reflects a
local community aspiration to go beyond the basic
Local Plan requirement on a voluntary basis. In
the case of St Swithun’s it addresses a small gap in
Local Plan provision.
By contrast the Local Plan makes no provision for
additional surgery capacity or its funding and this
Plan addresses the issue ab initio.

From email exchange with the Malthouse Surgery practice manager. September 2016.
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4.5.3 POLICIES
CA.7 RPC will press for and support the expansion of
Radley’s primary school on or near its present site to
be achieved in such a way that there is a high quality
replacement building or extension, with resulting capacity
sufficient to serve all in the parish except for those closer
to neighbouring schools.
CA.8 RPC will press for and support the expansion of
nursery facilities at St Swithun’s primary school.
PP.10 Developers of the NW Radley and South
Kennington strategic sites should, in consultation with
the relevant Clinical Commissioning Groups, either
provide a site for a new surgery or should contribute to
new or expanded facilities elsewhere. Their contribution
should be proportionate to the additional patients
resulting from the sites.

4.6 RADLEY LAKES AREA
4.6.1 CONTEXT

The Radley Lakes area, in the south of the parish,
has exceptional potential for quiet recreation and
nature conservation of benefit to residents of
Radley and the wider North Abingdon area1. It
also currently has minerals and commercial uses
of economic importance. These uses potentially
conflict but need not do so provided that there is
a strategic framework to guide them. This so far
has been lacking and this Neighbourhood Plan
provides the opportunity to put that right.
The area is in the Green Belt and is designated by
Oxfordshire County Council as a Local Wildlife
Site. It was originally agricultural, but from the
mid-1950s was worked for sand and gravel under
planning permissions requiring restoration to
greenfield when the mineral extraction has been
completed. About 1m tonnes towards the south of
the area remain to be exploited, but no minerals
have been extracted since about 1990.
Since the extraction of minerals there have been
three significant developments.
• Unrelated commercial and industrial activity.
Buildings and land that had planning
permissions for uses ancillary to extraction
have since been put to other industrial and
commercial uses. There are two concrete

View of Thrupp Lake
The potential is well documented in the Radley Parish Council website section about the Lakes. This includes details of flora and fauna,
community volunteering and events to learn about the wildlife and ecology, www.radleyvillage.org.uk/ourvillage/nature-2/the-radley-lakes/
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batching plants, the feedstock for which is
imported from extraction sites elsewhere, and
other commercial premises with uses such as
car repair unconnected with minerals. These
have been operating under a mix of unlawful
development, certificates of established use
and temporary permissions. At no point has
there been any strategic consideration of their
appropriateness.
• The potential for nature conservation and
quiet recreation. For many years the exhausted
mineral workings were being backfilled with
pulverised fuel ash from Didcot power station
prior to restoration to agriculture. However,
in 2008 it was agreed with the power station
owners that Thrupp Lake should not be
backfilled but should instead become an area
for local leisure access and nature conservation
managed by the Earth Trust. Shortly after 2008
the planning conditions were changed for other
workings that had been backfilled but not yet
restored, so that the required end use is now
nature conservation rather than agriculture.
Good progress is already being made towards
this new vision for the area.
• Access. Originally the minerals extracted from
the area were taken by lorry towards Barton
Lane in Abingdon or Lower Radley near the
railbridge. In more recent years the sole access
route has been Thrupp Lane, a long narrow
country lane in extremely poor condition with
sharp bends that is quite unsuitable for this use.
This same road has during this period been
designated as part of Sustrans National Cycle
Route 5, and is potentially a very attractive
route for leisure walkers and cyclists going to
the Radley Lakes area. The conflicts between
these uses of the Lane are already severe
and dangerous, and any intensification or
prolongation of commercial activity would add
to this severity.1
The background and planning history of the area
is set out in more detail in a supporting paper.2

A new strategic approach for the Radley Lakes
area is required, with a long term vision that can
guide other decisions and processes, based on the
following principles.
• The area has high potential for Quiet
Recreation and Nature Conservation, of benefit
to the wider North Abingdon area. Achieving
this will of necessity be gradual, but should be
the clear end goal;
• This can and should be achieved in a way
which is consistent with existing planning
permissions for further minerals extraction
and commercial uses, most of which are time
limited;
• The existing road access via Thrupp Lane
is unsatisfactory for all users and presents a
dangerous conflict between them. Solving this
problem needs to be a top priority;
• If the road access is solved there is scope for
permanent planning permission for commercial
use in the north west of the area, without
impacting adversely on the area as a whole;
• A co-operative approach is needed involving
relevant councils, landowners, operators and
amenity groups.
This approach received very strong support from
Radley residents in the May consultation, with
78% in favour, 14% no firm view and 8% against3.
Those in favour came from all parts of the parish,
not just those nearest the Lakes area .
Particular aspects of the strategy are set out below.
Quiet Recreation and Nature Conservation
The area’s potential for quiet recreation and nature
conservation is very great. It is large enough to
accommodate both nature conservation and quiet
recreation. It has beautiful lakes, rich in birdlife
and popular for angling. There are diverse habitats
including unusual ones deriving from the ash
infill (which for instance supports a profusion of
orchids). It is bordered by the Thames and Thames
path and has a good quality footpath and cycle
track passing through its centre, enabling attractive
and varied walks. The area is sufficiently close to
Abingdon to be in easy walking or cycling distance
for thousands of people.

See Thrupp Lane Traffic Survey, April 2016 for details of HGV movements and the problems arising
Minerals, industrial and commercial uses in the Radley Lakes area: an outline planning history
3
Report on Neighbourhood Plan Consultation. May 2016. pages 13-15
1
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4.6.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE: A
STRATEGY FOR RADLEY LAKES

2
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Part of the J Curtis & Sons Ltd industrial estate

Much already is in place or in progress. The Earth
Trust manage Thrupp Lake, which has been
opened up to public access, and have planning
permission for a visitor centre there. The areas
infilled with ash to the west of the railway have
already been restored to nature conservation
and have flourishing habitats. They are due to
complete their aftercare phase by 2020 following
which new ongoing management arrangements
will be needed.

that there are extant planning permissions for
extraction of the remaining gravel in the south
west of the Radley Lakes area. Oxfordshire
County Council have set in hand a Review of Old
Minerals Permissions (ROMP). This provides an
opportunity to update the planning conditions to
limit environmental impacts and to ensure that
the timing and logistics of extraction are as far as
possible consistent with the wider strategy for the
Lakes area.

The need now is to build on this, with future
development guided by a masterplan setting out:

The planning conditions for areas already worked
but not yet restored are for nature conservation.
This is welcome and wholly consistent with the
strategy.

• the potential long term boundaries: for
example whether the adjacent Barton Field area
in Abingdon-on-Thames, which is similar in
character, should be included;
• a phased programme for inclusion of particular
sites: a natural start point is Thrupp Lake,
which is already open to access, followed by
the ash areas due to complete their aftercare
in 2020. Phasing will need to take account of
management and funding constraints as well as
the timing of completion of minerals activities;
• the designation of sub-areas and internal
access routes: careful planning will allow a full
range of conservation and quiet recreation uses
without conflict;
• management and funding arrangements: these
could build on those for Thrupp Lake, which is
already managed by the Earth Trust.
It is important that this master planning process
involves all parties with an interest: the local
councils, landowners, the Earth Trust, the
Friends of Radley Lakes and other amenity and
conservation groups.
Mineral extraction and restoration
Minerals are a county matter and hence outside
the scope of this Plan. But RPC recognise
1

Other industrial and commercial uses
These uses have nothing to do with minerals
extraction for which permissions were originally
given and have sprung up in an unplanned and
largely unlawful way.1 The default position under
existing permissions is that the sites should be
restored to greenfield. This would be wholly
consistent with this strategy and solve the traffic
problems on Thrupp Lane. However, these uses
have economic and employment benefits and in
the case of the John Curtis and Sons Ltd (JCSL)
industrial estate are in an area adjacent to the
commercial activity off Barton Lane.
There is a good case in principle for permanent
permissions for appropriate commercial activity
on the JCSL industrial estate if the access problem
is solved. Landscaping and screening would be
needed to protect the character of the adjacent
Lakes area. It is however difficult to justify
prolongation or intensification of these uses
if no steps are being taken towards solving the
access problem. In such circumstances, it would
be preferable to implement the current default
position of return to greenfield.

See Minerals, industrial and commercial cases in the Radley Lakes Area, an outline planning history.
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Access
As discussed in Sections 4.7 and 4.8, the Plan’s
preferred solution would be:

security for future investment. It is in the interests
of all parties to work towards a solution and to
contribute to the cost.

• To create a new vehicular access westward
from the JCSL industrial estate towards Audlett
Drive, either direct or via Barton Lane;
• To close Thrupp Lane to vehicular traffic just
above the Tuckwells mineral yard so cyclists
and walkers would be able to access Radley
Lakes safely without conflict with mineral
lorries and other industrial traffic.

The closure of Thrupp Lane to vehicular traffic
would need a road traffic order by OCC. It could
be considered at the same time whether the Byway
Open to All traffic (BOAT) which leads along the
east side of Thrupp Lake should be re-designated
as a bridleway. This is however a lesser issue as use
by motor traffic is at present rare.
Relationship with Local Plan

A new route towards Audlett Drive would be much
shorter and less tortuous than the current Thrupp
Lane access, but has practical and cost challenges.
It could not be achieved without use of private
land but the JCSL industrial estate currently
rely for their access on a private road in separate
ownership. The land required for the new access
would be in their own ownership and the JCSL
industrial estate would benefit from the prospect
of gaining permanent planning permissions and

The Local Plan does not contain any area-based
policies directed at the Radley Lakes area, but
there are relevant generic policies:
• CP46 provides for conservation and
improvement of biodiversity. It actively supports
‘opportunities for biodiversity gain, including
the connection of sites, large scale habitat
restoration, enhancement and habitat recreation’. This is very supportive of the aims
behind the Area of Quiet Recreation and Nature

MAP 5.
RADLEY LAKES AREA
This map shows the Radley Lakes
area and some of the key features
and proposals. The area of Quiet
Recreation and Nature conservation
would be to the west of the railway.

KEY
1 Old Coal Yard – possible housing site
2 John Curtis and Sons Ltd
Industrial Estate
3 Lafarge Tarmac
Concrete Processing Plant
4 H Tuckwell & Sons Ltd
Quarry and Processing Plant
5 Nature walk around Thrupp Lake
6 Land with extant permission for mineral
extraction
7 Possible new link road routes from
Thrupp Lane to Audlett Drive and
Barton Lane
8 Sustrans Route 5
9 Possible no-through road point on
Thrupp Lane for vehicular traffic
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Conservation. The policy gives particular
protection to Local Wildlife Sites, a designation
which includes almost all of the Lakes area;
• CP13 sets out the kinds of development that
are permissible in the Green Belt, including
re-use of brownfield buildings. CP28 sets out
the conditions which need to be met for new
employment sites including safe site access and
impacts on amenity. CP33 sets out policies for
the road network and site access. These are
all relevant to the commercial development at
the foot of Thrupp Lane and the related issues
about the road itself.
This Radley Lakes strategy is area-based, and is
set out at a much more detailed level, but is in
conformity with all these policies.

4.6.3 POLICIES
CA.9 A masterplan should be prepared for the detailed
management of an Area of Quiet Recreation and Nature
Conservation (AQRNC) in former minerals workings in
the south of Radley. The masterplan should be informed
by the NP Radley Lakes Strategy. RPC should facilitate
its preparation, which needs to involve the landowners,
VWHDC, Abingdon-on-Thames Town Council and local
conservation and amenity groups.
PP.11. Unless progress is made towards a solution for safe
cycling and walking access to Radley Lakes any industrial
or commercial development served by the lower part
of Thrupp Lane is likely to have a significant impact on
road safety and the amenity of the area in which case
it will not be supported. This applies not just to new
developments but to extensions in time or scope of
existing developments. Enforcement action will be taken
against unlawful development so that permissions are not
created by default.
PP.12 If a satisfactory new access route is created
from the JCSL industrial estate towards Audlett Drive
appropriate proposals for permanent industrial and
commercial development on the site will be supported.
Landscaping and screening would be required to preserve
the character of the adjacent Lakes area.

1

Thrupp Lane Traffic Survey, April 2016

4.7 ROADS
4.7.1 CONTEXT

Radley’s roads serve a variety of different uses,
including:
• Car trips by residents for work and leisure
purposes;
• Access from outside Radley to the station and
other village facilities;
• Leisure walking and cycling by residents,
especially towards the Thames at Lower Radley
and towards the Radley Lakes area via Thrupp
Lane;
• Heavy minerals lorries and commercial vehicles
accessing the concrete batching and commercial
premises at the foot of Thrupp Lane
• Through traffic between Abingdon and
Kennington;
• The 35 bus service towards Abingdon and
Oxford (this is at present every 20 minutes).
The current road network dates to a much smaller
village and is not designed for its current shape
and size, nor for the conflicting types of traffic
use. The proposed development sites risk making
these problems worse by adding to traffic volumes
but also potentially provide the opportunity to
find solutions for them.
The main problems identified during preparation
of the NP are:
• In the central village, it is unclear whether
White’s Lane or Foxborough Road/Church
Road is the route designated for through
traffic. The junction between White’s Lane and
Foxborough Road has very poor alignment and
visibility and is dangerous. White’s Lane has
unsuitably sharp bends;
• In the south of the village, Thrupp Lane is
serving conflicting uses: on the one hand it is
the sole available route for heavy lorries and
commercial vehicles accessing the concrete
batching plants and commercial premises;
on the other hand, it is part of the national
Sustrans Route 5 cycleway and is the route for
leisure cyclists and walkers accessing the Radley
Lakes area. These conflicts are severe and have
been documented in a survey carried out by
RPC;1
• In the north of the parish traffic tends to travel
too fast as it approaches Kennington, which
29
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Two lorries and a cyclist compete for space on Thrupp Lane

will pose an increased danger when the South
Kennington housing site is developed;
• In the north west of the parish, Sugworth Lane,
a narrow country road, is already used as a rat
run; cars accessing the proposed new southfacing A34 junction and Park & Ride site at
Lodge Hill will make this worse;
• Road condition is generally poor. Of particular
concern is the 35 premium bus route, which
passes north/south through the length of the
parish, and requires a much smoother ride.

4.7.2 WHAT THE PLAN AIMS TO ACHIEVE:
A ROADS STRATEGY FOR RADLEY

Radley’s roads need to be more strategically
planned and managed so that:
• The main function of each road is clearer, and
conflicts between different functions removed;
• Account is taken of the new housing sites;
• Safety is improved;
• Sustainable travel is promoted.
Maps 6 (central village) and 7 (north of the
parish) show the main measures needed.
There needs to be a clear hierarchy which
separates through traffic from local traffic and
improves safety and amenity:
• White’s Lane/Kennington Road should be the
main route for through traffic;
• Foxborough Road/Church Road should be the
main road for accessing services in the central
30

village and should also be the 35 bus route;
• Thrupp Lane and the road to Lower Radley
should be quiet lanes suitable for leisure cyclists
and pedestrians;
• Residential roads not mentioned above should
be for safe local access.
The following specific issues then need to be
tackled.
White’s Lane: this road needs some redesign
to reflect its role as the main through route, to
improve safety and to accommodate traffic from
the new North West Radley housing site;
• it should join Foxborough Road at a redesigned
and realigned roundabout junction, sited in the
field to the north west of the current junction
(‘A’ on Map 6). The junction design should
incorporate improved access for cyclists and
pedestrians to Path 8, as discussed in Section
4.8. Ideally Thrupp Lane should also exit
onto the roundabout rather than at its current
separate junction;
• its alignment should be changed as it
approaches the new junction so that it bypasses
the houses currently served by it;
• the by-passed White’s Lane route should be
retained as a residential service road for those
houses;
• consideration should be given to smoothing the
bends (‘B’ on Map 6), the detail to depend on
the layout of the North-West Radley housing
site.
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The need for the new roundabout to have a
spur onto Thrupp Lane would be avoided if the
measures for that road below were adopted.
There is also a funding issue. The Local Plan’s
Infrastructure Delivery Plan envisages that
the White’s lane measures are funded by the
developers of the North-West Radley housing site,
but the Thrupp Lane spur could not properly be
attributed to the new housing site.

landowners to provide land for the road and to
provide rights of access onto it. As discussed in
the preceding section on Radley Lakes, however, it
is in the interests of all parties to pursue it and to
contribute towards the funding.
Kennington Road: To improve road safety on
the approach to Kennington, where the South
Kennington housing site is to be located, there
should be:

Thrupp Lane: This road is quite unsuitable for the
industrial and commercial sites at the foot of the
Lane. If these uses are to continue a new shorter
access is required towards Audlett Drive, either
direct or via Barton Lane. The Lane could then
be closed to vehicular traffic at a point between
Home Farm and Tuckwells concrete batching
plant, just below ‘C’ on Map 6, and become safe
for walkers and cyclists going towards Radley
Lakes.

• A new pedestrian crossing between the South
Kennington housing site and the Pebble Hill
mobile home site (‘A’ on Map 7)
• A new four-way junction with exits to
Sugworth Lane and the housing site entrance,
designed to slow the pace of through traffic (‘B’
on Map 7).
These measures would be funded by the
developers of the South Kennington housing site.

It is recognised that the new access and proposed
closure raise challenges; as well as significant
costs, there would need to be agreement by the

Sugworth Lane: Oxfordshire County Council’s
proposed diamond junctions and Park & Ride
projects at Lodge Hill are likely to lead to

MAP 6.
ROADS IN CENTRAL
VILLAGE
This map shows the proposed
hierarchy of roads in the central
village, along with the measures
proposed for White’s Lane. The
proposed closure of Thrupp
Lane would be just to the south
of the map. The letters A to C
refer to proposals in the text for
improvements.

KEY
Proposed through route
Proposed route for village
services and buses
Proposed quiet lanes
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MAP 7.
ROADS IN NORTH OF
PA R I S H
This map shows the roads in the
north of the parish including the
proposed measures to promote safe
access from the South Kennington
housing site. The letters A and B
refer to proposals in the text for
improvements.

KEY
Proposed through route
Proposed quiet lanes

significant extra traffic on Sugworth Lane, a
narrow and steep rural road for which it is quite
unsuited. These two projects, and their budgets,
need to make provision for traffic calming on
Sugworth Lane to deter dangerous rat-running.
The 35 bus route: The 35 bus route between
Abingdon and Oxford passes alongside the
strategic housing sites at North West Radley and
South Kennington, and is well placed to encourage
use of public transport rather than car. The Local
Plan provides for developers to contribute to the
enhancement of the service, which is welcome. A
particular priority is the resurfacing of the road
both through Radley and Kennington.
Relationship with Local Plan
Local Plan CP 33 contains a general policy
towards sustainable transport and accessibility.
The site templates in Appendix A and the
supporting Infrastructure Delivery Plan set out
more detailed requirements for the two strategic
32

sites, including contributions to off-site measures
such as junctions and bus routes. This NP is
consistent with these requirements, but they are
set out at a more detailed local level.

4.7.3 POLICIES
PP.13 New development should support the achievement
of the Radley Roads Strategy and provide, financially or in
kind, for the mitigation of the effects of the development
on the road network.
CA.10 The industrial and commercial sites at the foot of
Thrupp Lane should be served by a more suitable new
road leading towards Audlett Drive, enabling the Lane
to be safe for walking and cycling. RPC will work with
Oxfordshire County Council, the Vale of White Horse
District Council and the relevant landowners to realise the
creation of this solution, seeking financial contributions
from those benefitting from it.
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4.8 CYCLING AND WALKING
4.8.1 CONTEXT

Cycling and walking are already important
elements of travel within Radley. A large
percentage of trips by Radley residents to local
facilities and amenities (station, shop, river etc)
are on foot or by bike, keeping people healthy
and reducing traffic in the central village.
Significant numbers from outside Radley,
especially from North Abingdon, cycle to Radley
station or through the village to Oxford. The
national Sustrans 5 cycle track passes south to
north through the village, but is one of its least
satisfactory stretches and while on Thrupp Lane is
positively dangerous.
Surveys carried out for this Plan1 have shown that:
• The most cycled route is along White’s Lane
and Kennington Road, mainly by commuters;
• 28% of trips to the station are on foot and 32%
by bike;
• 42% of trips to the community shop are on
foot and 6% by bike;
• Cyclists and walkers are deterred by heavy
lorries from using Thrupp Lane.
The new strategic housing sites in the Radley NP
area and in North Abingdon add an important
new dimension. They need to be planned so
that it is more convenient to walk or cycle rather
than use the car for short trips, and there needs
to be an improved network of cycle tracks to link
residential areas to key destinations. The route
to Radley station is particularly important, given
the need (discussed in Section 4.10) to encourage
train use for journeys to work without adding to
car traffic in Radley and the already unsustainable
extent of parking.
To a considerable extent the necessary cycle
tracks can be designed and funded as part of
the new housing sites, but some stretches involve
third party land and need to be pursued through
dialogue with the landowners. Achievement of the
full network is likely to be gradual, and in some
cases there is more than one option as to the best
solution. To provide a coherent framework for all
of this, the policies for cycling and walking are
linked to a Radley Cycling and Walking Strategy.

4.8.2 WHAT THE PLAN AIMS TO ACHIEVE:
A CYCLING AND WALKING STRATEGY FOR
RADLEY

There is a need for a more strategic approach to
cycling and walking in Radley aimed at:
• providing good quality and safe cycle and
walking routes through and within the NP area;
• make cycling or walking the most convenient
and pleasant choice for short journeys,
reducing unnecessary use of the car;
• promoting health and well-being.
The strategy needs to recognise that cycling and
walking requirements differ. Cycling commuters
will be looking in particular for direct well
surfaced routes which help them get speedily
to their destination; leisure cyclists and walkers
will place a higher premium on amenity and
segregation from traffic; the elderly and those
pushing buggies will want level wide pavements
and dropped kerbs.
The priorities for action are:
• Links to and from the new housing sites, to
make cycling and walking the natural choice;
• Links to and from the station to discourage car
use with attendant parking problems;
• Removing the serious safety problem on
Thrupp Lane and opening up Radley Lakes to
leisure users.
Three general requirements should be met:
• Cycleways should be safe for both cyclists
and pedestrians. They should either be
segregated between the two or wide enough to
accommodate both.
• Cycleways and pavements should be properly
maintained to ensure they have level surfaces
and are not obstructed by vegetation.
• Secure cycle storage should be incorporated in
all housing sites and community facilities.
The main routes needing to be improved or
created are below.
Sustrans Route 5. This route needs to work
better both for longer distance cyclists using the
Sustrans network and for leisure users accessing
Radley Lakes. It also needs to provide a safe

Radley Cycle Surveys Summary Report, December 2016; Radley Parish Cycle Surveys, February and April 2016; Radley Station Access Survey,
April 2016; Radley Shop Access Survey, September 2016; Radley Station Cycle Survey, October,2016, Thrupp Lane Traffic Survey, April 2016
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MAP 8.
CYCLETRACKS
This map shows existing and
proposed cycle tracks in Radley
parish. The letters A, B and C refer
to proposals in the text for new or
improved tracks.

KEY
Road
Cycletrack
Cycletrack on road
Proposed cycletrack

and convenient link from the South Kennington
housing site to the station. The precise solutions
need to be agreed with Sustrans (who for many
years have wanted to improve on the current route)
and landowners, but the most needed measures
are:
• Re-routing the stretch between Radley village
centre and Sandford Lane so as to follow
the railway (‘A’ on Map 8). If that cannot be
achieved, the existing track should be diverted
through the South Kennington housing site,
cutting out Sandford Lane (‘B’ on Map 8).
• Removing the conflict with vehicular traffic on
Thrupp Lane (through Policy CA.10);
• If the closure of Thrupp Lane to vehicular
traffic cannot be achieved there should be a new
off-road cycle track between the village and
Radley Lakes.
Path 8 from White’s Lane to Twelve Acre Drive.
This relatively short off-road path is a key route
34

between Radley and Abingdon, especially for
families, cycling to secondary school and leisure
users. It is generally by-passed by faster commuter
cyclists who prefer to use the road. The main
priority for improvement is
• Improving safe access to the Path from the
White’s Lane/Foxborough Road junction
through the redesign of the junction;
There is also a case for:
• Widening and low level lighting.;
• Changing the formal status of the Path to one
of cycleway.
A new cycle track from the North Abingdon
Housing site (‘C’ on Map 8). This would go
through the Radley village centre to the station
and play a significant role in reducing additional
car use from the North Abingdon site by station
commuters. It would also provide an important
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link between Radley village and the playing fields
and other community facilities on the North
Abingdon site.
Other routes. Other suggestions during the
preparation of the plan included a segregated
on-road cycle track parallel to Path 8 which
would then continue up White’s Lane. This would
cater in particular for commuter cyclists from
Abingdon. Further suggestions of this kind can
be kept under review but are less clearly linked to
the aims of this strategy and/or may also present
greater funding and practical challenges.
Relationship with Local Plan
Local Plan CP 35 sets out policies for cycling and
walking, including measures both on-site and
off-site such as new cycle routes. This Plan is
consistent with this Policy but takes it forward at a
more detailed local level.

4.8.3 POLICIES
PP.14 New development should support the achievement
of the Radley Cycling and Walking Strategy, including by:
• On site: Providing those stretches of cycle tracks which
pass through the sites; providing secure cycle storage;
incorporating good quality pavements for pedestrians
and mobility scooters, with dropped kerbs onto
roadways;
• Off site: Contributing towards stretches of cycleways
which link the sites to the station and other key
destinations; contributing to additional safe cycle
storage at the station; contributing to improved
pavements between the sites and key village facilities.
CA.11 RPC should work with other local authorities,
landowners, developers and Sustrans towards the
achievement of the Radley Cycling and Walking Strategy.

4.9 VILLAGE CONNECTIVITY
4.9.1 CONTEXT

Radley works well as an integrated community,
but it is easy to see where better planning in the
past might have joined up parts of the village
more effectively and reduced distances to be
walked. Examples are the lack of access from
Lower Radley to the station’s up-line and from
New Road to Little Howe Close.
With the new development there is the opportunity
to get good connectivity right from the outset so
the new housing sites do not become separate
satellites. The principle of knitting the village
together was supported in consultation despite
reservations about the new housing happening
at all.1 It applies particularly to the North-West
Radley site’s relationship with the Radley village
centre, but also to the South Kennington site’s
relationship with the mobile homes parks opposite
and Kennington facilities.

4.9.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

The Plan aims to ensure that the new strategic
housing sites are well connected to the existing
communities, not just to facilitate movement but
to bind the older and newer communities together.
The site access for the new strategic housing
sites needs to be planned so that car access is
onto the relevant through routes. The danger is
that this will too often take residents outward
or unnecessarily far afield. This needs to be
countered by convenient access that faces inward
to village facilities and amenities, particularly for
pedestrians and cyclists. The detail needs to be
discussed as part of the site planning process, but
this Plan’s preferred solutions are:
• North West Radley housing site: there
should be a vehicle access onto White’s Lane,
pedestrian/cycle and possibly car access from
the north of the site onto Church Road, and
pedestrian/cycle access from the south of the
site towards the station
and pub.
• South Kennington housing site: there should
be a vehicle access onto Kennington Road, if
possible opposite Sugworth Lane (see Section
4.7). There should be pedestrian/cycle access

1

May 16 consultation. Checklist of suggestions. Number 85
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north and south onto the Sustrans Route 5.
Additionally, there should be a pedestrian/
cycle access west onto the proposed pedestrian
crossing over Kennington Road, linking with
the existing mobile home communities.
This can mostly be achieved by design of the
housing sites themselves, but the foot/cycle access
from the North-West Radley site towards the
station and the vehicle access from the South
Kennington site towards Sugworth Lane would
require the developer to acquire small slices of
third party land.
Relationship with Local Plan
Local Plan CP38 requires developers of the
strategic sites to prepare master plans setting
out design principles including movement
connections with the wider area. The site
templates in Appendix A contain some more
detailed requirements. The NP aims to take these
principles forward at a more detailed local level.

4.9.3 POLICIES
PP.15 Vehicle access from the strategic housing sites
should be ‘outward facing’ onto, or towards, the main
through route. There should additionally be good quality
and convenient ‘inward’ pedestrian and cycle access to
village facilities and amenities, so that this is wherever
possible the route of choice.

4 . 1 0 R A D L E Y S TAT I O N A C C E S S
4.10.1 CONTEXT

Radley benefits from a centrally located railway
station, with services at least every hour towards
Didcot and London (up-line) and Oxford (downline), with further connections possible at Didcot
and Oxford. Electrification of the line has
recently been shelved, but Great Western Rail have
promised other service improvements, including
the introduction of new rolling stock.
The station is well patronised and one of the
fastest growing in the country. In 2014-15 it had
139,000 passengers, an increase of 100% in eight
years. RPC carried out surveys of station use in
April and October 20161, the key findings being:
• 75% of passengers come from beyond Radley,
and in particular from the northern part of
Abingdon;
• 28% of passengers walk to the station, 32%
cycle and 36% come by car.
The station potentially makes the Radley area a
relatively sustainable location for housing, but
significant problems about access need to be
tackled:
• Many car drivers are deterred by charges from
using the station car park and are parking on
Radley’s roads, causing disamenity and in some
cases danger;
• Whilst on-road parking has now been restricted
on a temporary basis by the County Council,
this - together with likely increases in station
patronage - will rapidly exhaust the capacity of
the station car park;
• Provision for secure cycle parking is barely
sufficient to meet existing demand and
inadequate to cope with the rate of growth;
• The station is not sufficiently well linked to
strategic housing sites by cycle and walking
tracks to make cycling/walking a convenient
and safe option in preference to the car
• There is no step free access to the up-line,
which is unusable by disabled people and very
difficult for those with heavy luggage.
These issues have been high on the list of village
concerns in recent years, and this was reflected
in the May consultation responses.2 They will
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2

Radley Station Access Survey, April 2016; Radley Station Cycle Survey, October 2016
Report of Neighbourhood Plan consultation. May 2016. Page 23
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Cycle parking at Radley station

all become more pressing with the new strategic
housing sites in Radley and, even more so the
North Abingdon site, which are likely to increase
station patronage significantly.

The primary agents for these measures are Great
Western Rail, Network Rail and Oxfordshire
County Council, but RPC will work in
partnership with them.
Relationship with Local Plan

4.10.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

Radley station needs to have facilities which
recognise its fast-growing patronage from the
wider North Abingdon area, and access by bike
needs to be made easier to avoid the car parking
problems becoming worse.
The station needs step free access to the up-line,
the Plan’s preferred solution being access via
Shaw’s Copse – which was the original station
entrance road before it became a private road.
Landowner and resident agreement would be
needed. The station also needs a ticket machine.
The NP’s cycling strategy will help encourage bike
rather than car use for getting to the station, but
more secure bike storage is needed at the station.
Oxfordshire County Council’s on-street parking
restrictions need to be made permanent and
modified in the light of experience.

Local Plan CP 35 contains some general relevant
policy about the promotion of public transport,
but nothing about rail or about access to rail
stations (other than the little used Appleford
Station, Radley is the only station in the Vale). For
Radley rail is a much more important issue and
this Plan therefore contains a policy and action
relating to specifically to the station.

4.10.3 POLICIES
CA.12 RPC will press for, and support, appropriate
measures to restrict on-road parking outside Radley
station, to extend off-street parking especially secure bike
storage, to provide step free access to the up-line and to
provide a ticket machine.
PP.16 Developers of strategic housing sites should
contribute to the costs of the measures.
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4 . 1 1 S U R F A C E W AT E R D R A I N A G E
AND SEWERAGE
4.11.1 CONTEXT

Radley is served by an inadequate and out of date
sewer system. The main framework was designed
and installed in the late 1950s/early 1960s for the
village as then. The system is a combined sewer
where both foul water and storm water drain
into the outfall pipe. Foul water originates from
dwellings, the pub and Radley College. Storm
water enters the system from roads, roofs, some
land drainage, parking and other hardstanding
areas. Storm water flows are therefore significant.1
Since 2013 the poor condition and resilience
of the infrastructure has led to a series of
incidents causing traffic disruption, pollution and
disamenity:
• The main sewer near the railway bridge has
failed three times, resulting in several months
of road closure in the centre of the village while
repairs have been carried out;2
• There has been a major leak in the rising main
between the Lower Radley pumping station and
the South Kennington pumping station;
• The Lower Radley pumping station has failed on
at least four occasions resulting in disruptive and
noisy tankering and sewage polluting the road, a
much used footpath and gardens in the area.
Thames Water have said they will need to
undertake further major work to the main sewer
on the Lower Radley side of the railbridge.
In the May consultation Radley residents have
expressed concern about the extra load that the
new housing sites will put on the already ailing
infrastructure and also about risks of surface
water run-off, especially southward from the
North West Radley site.3
4.11.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

The Plan aims to ensure both that that the existing
sewerage and drainage problems are resolved and
that new development does not go ahead if it will
add to these problems and/or if the capacity of the
infrastructure is inadequate to cope with the extra
load. The two issues are linked and it is important
that there should be a strategic survey of the capacity
and condition of the existing infrastructure prior to
any development being permitted.

• the sewerage network between upper and
Lower Radley;
• the capacity and resilience of the Lower Radley
pumping station.
The South Kennington site will be served by
a separate outfall but analogous issues about
capacity and resilience should be addressed.
Relationship with Local Plan
Local Plan CP42 contains policies on surface
drainage including SUDs. The supporting
Infrastructure Delivery Plan provides for the
developers of the strategic sites to contribute
towards upgrades of the sewerage network. This
Plan is consistent, but contains additional detail,
reflecting the problems encountered in Radley and
the importance of their resolution.

4.11.3 POLICIES
PP.17 Development will be permitted where it is
demonstrated that surface water drainage will not
add to the existing site run-off or cause any adverse
impact to neighbouring properties and the surrounding
environment. Unless it can be shown to be unnecessary
sites should incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage
(SUDs), with run-off rates no greater than greenfield sites.
SUDs should be designed so as to contribute towards the
landscaping and biodiversity of the sites and provision
should be made for their future maintenance.
PP.18 Development of the strategic sites will be permitted
where preceded by a Drainage Survey and Report
covering the whole area served by the outfall sewer
demonstrating that there is adequate capacity both
on and off the site to serve the development without
leading to problems for existing users. Developers should
meet the cost of the above Survey and Report and of
consequential implementation measures.
CA.13 RPC will work with Thames Water to ensure that
appropriate priority is given to maintaining and upgrading
the existing sewerage network.

This description is based on observation during recent incidents together with a detailed map of the system provided by Thames Water
Church Road was closed from 23 January to 18 May 2015, 27 May to 12 August 2016 and 28 October to 7 November 2016
3
Report of Neighbourhood Plan consultation. May 2016. Page 23
1
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In the case of the North-West Radley site it is
particularly important that the survey and any
remedial measures required address the two
main areas where repeated problems have been
encountered:

2
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4 . 1 2 D I G I TA L C O N N E C T I V I T Y

4 . 1 3 C O N S E R V I N G T H E N AT U R A L
ENVIRONMENT

4.12.1 CONTEXT
4.13.1 CONTEXT

Radley is in the middle of Oxfordshire’s
‘Knowledge Spine’, close to world class centres of
science and innovation in Oxford and the Science
Vale area. The village however has relatively
ordinary levels of digital connectivity. In an age
when expectations about digital connectivity are
much higher and people work flexibly, including
from their home, this is a growing concern.
There is now a fibre optic cable into the village
centre, and most properties are close enough to
receive superfast broadband speeds. However,
speeds actually experienced, especially for upload,
tend to be below those advertised, and ultrafast
broadband is not on the horizon. Of even greater
concern is the poor level of mobile phone reception,
especially indoors. There are four masts in the
parish, but three are peripherally located and the
fourth is only for Network Rail use. The masts are
not shared between service providers.

4.12.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

The Plan aims to achieve, across the parish:
• good quality mobile phone reception, indoor
and outdoor,
• reliable ultrafast broadband speeds.

RPC’s consultation in May 2016 revealed great
local concern to retain open countryside and
to protect natural habitats.1 There was also
concern to retain the natural screening provided
by existing hedgerows and tree belts in the face
of the proposed housing development. Particular
areas of concern in this context were the hedgerow
along White’s Lane and the woodland north of the
Foxborough Road houses, both affecting the NW
Radley site. There were also concerns to protect
and enhance the pond lying between the church
and the primary school and to safeguard plant and
animal species inhabiting an area named ‘the Little
Paddock’ in the Green Belt south of the Gooseacre
playing fields.

Delivery is primarily for the service providers, but
RPC has a role in bringing pressure on them

4.13.2 WHAT THE NP AIMS TO ACHIEVE

Relationship with Local Plan

RPC welcomes:

Local Plan CP36 provides for superfast broadband
to be incorporated in all new developments and
also for service to be improved for all users. The
NP makes similar and consistent provision but
with the additional inclusion of mobile phone
reception.

4.12.3 POLICIES
CA.14 RPC should work with service providers to deliver
reliable superfast broadband and indoor and outdoor
mobile reception across the whole parish area and should
help with identification of potential sites for new mobile
phone masts.

1

Radley is a largely undeveloped area comprising
a mix of farmed land, park and recreational land
owned by Radley College, and the lakes and infilled
gravel workings in the south of the parish. The whole
parish is designated Green Belt with the exception of
the ‘inset’ area around the central Radley settlement
and the new strategic housing sites. Three Local
Wildlife Sites have been designated as shown in Map
9 all falling with a Conservation Target Areas as
defined in the Local Plan Part 1, Core Policy 46. The
area is rich in flora and fauna, well-documented on
the Parish website.

Report of Neighbourhood Plan consultation. May 2016. Page 24/25.

• Local Plan CP13, which provides that
inappropriate development will not be
approved in the Green Belt except in very
special circumstances
• Local Plan CP 44, which provides that features
such as trees, hedgerows, woodland, field
boundaries, watercourses and water bodies
should be protected from harmful development
and where possible enhanced
• Local Plan CP 46, which provides that
opportunities for biodiversity gain will be
actively sought, with a focus on Conservation
Target Areas, and that development likely to
adversely affect Local Wildlife Sites will not
normally be permitted.
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MAP 9.
PROTECTED AREAS
This map shows Local Wildlife Sites,
Scheduled Monuments and Green
Belt.
40
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RPC is concerned to ensure that Local Plan
policies affecting the natural environment are fully
respected in the Neighbourhood Plan area and in
particular that:
• Existing hedgerows and tree belts are retained
and where possible enhanced in developing the
NW Radley and South Kennington strategic
housing sites, and in all other development;
• There should be no inappropriate development
in those parts of the Neighbourhood Plan area
which is designated as Green Belt;
• Opportunities should be taken for the active
promotion of biodiversity gain in the Radley
Lakes Area.
RPC is also concerned to protect and enhance the
pond adjacent to the church and primary school as
a habitat for wildlife.
Relationship with Local Plan
This is dealt with in the text above

4.13.3 POLICIES
CA.15 RPC should seek to ensure that Local Plan core
policies 44 and 46 are fully respected in all developments
taking place within the Neighbourhood Plan area
CA.16 RPC should maintain the pond adjacent to the
church and primary school as a habitat for wildlife.
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Part 5: Funding the Plan

5.1 FUNDING SOURCES
Where policies in this plan will give rise to additional
expenditure, there are a range of potential sources of
finance.
Section 106. Where a development results in a
site specific extra load on infrastructure, or the
infrastructure needs to be provided on site, the cost
will normally fall on the developer under what is
generally known as ‘section 106’. An example is a
site access to the highway or a new sewer. In fact, the
range of relevant statutory provisions is not limited to
section 106, but this is commonly accepted shorthand
and is used here;
Community Infrastructure levy. Developers also
have to pay a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL),
which is put towards other additional infrastructure
and service requirements which cannot be attributed
so directly to specific developments. Examples are
additional leisure facilities and school places. The levy
in the Vale of the White Horse is expected to amount
to about £11,000 a home, except that affordable
housing is exempt. Where there is a Neighbourhood
Plan in place before receipt of detailed planning
permission, 25% of the CIL is paid to the Parish
Council. Otherwise the percentage is 15%, subject to
an annual ceiling of £100 per dwelling in the parish.
RPC’s own resources. In addition to its share of CIL
RPC can use other resources of its own. Its reserves
are limited but some are held for relevant purposes.
The RPC’s ability to apply its own funds would be
enhanced if the allotment site, which it owns, was
developed.
Voluntary contributions. Landowners and developers
might be willing to make voluntary contributions,
whether in cash or kind, going beyond their statutory
obligations. Radley has historically benefited from
contributions of this kind, and Radley College have
said they are ready to discuss this.
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Grant finance. In some limited cases grants might be
available, typically as match funding alongside other
contributions. This might be particularly relevant to
environmental projects and the village hall.
Service providers. Where costs do not arise from
new development but from problems with existing
provision they will normally be met by the relevant
service provider. This might be a local authority
(as for roads) or a utility (as for rail, sewerage and
broadband). In the latter case costs will normally be
recouped from customers.
The Table opposite indicates the likely funding
source or sources for each of the Neighbourhood
Plan policies that are likely to lead to additional
expenditure.

Nursery provision at St Swithun’s

Additional surgery space

Radley Lakes strategy

White’s Lane junction and bends

CA.8

PP.10

CA.9/10

PP.13

Base cost is for Network Rail/GWR but the
new housing sites add to the requirement
Base cost is for Thames Water, but the new
housing sites add to the requirement

Strategic site access

Radley station access

Sewerage and drainage

Broadband and mobile masts

Village pond

CA.12/PP.16

PP.17/18CA.13

CA.14

CA.16

New cycletrack from N Abingdon site

The need for the track arises from the North
Abingdon site and it would pass over Radley
College owned farmland.

A package solution needs to be explored
including grant from Sustrans

Sustrans Route 5 improvements

Path 8 improvements

Oxfordshire County Council as part of A34
junction and Park & Ride project costs

Sugworth Lane traffic calming

PP.15

PP.14/CA.11

See 5.3

Expanded Radley primary school

CA.7

South Kennington junction and pedestrian crossing

Developers should only fund the additional
load from their sites

New cemetery

CA.6

Radley College have indicated willingness
to consider contribution going beyond
statutory requirement

See 5.3

Replacement/additional allotments

CA.5

Refurbishment of Playfield Road pavilion

See 5.3

Village hall and playing field

Comment

CA.3

Policy number Item
S.106
CIL
RPC
Voluntary
Grant Service
					Contrib’n		provider

F U N D I N G S O U R C E S S U M M A R Y TA B L E
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5 . 2 R E L AT I O N S H I P W I T H L O C A L
PLAN
The Local Plan (CP7) sets out the respective role
of ‘Section 106’ and the Community Infrastructure
Levy in funding the Local Plan. In support of CP7
the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) lists the
expenditure items that will arise for each of the
strategic sites, indicating in each case the amount
and whether funding will be via Section 106 or
CIL. A situation can arise where the cumulative
weight of requirements for developer funding
threatens the financial viability of a site, and CP7
contains procedures for resolving this.
This Neighbourhood Plan lists some specific
items to be funded by developers under section
106. These are designed to be consistent with
the approach taken in the IDP, and with the
statutory limitations on what might properly be
charged to developers, and to add detail rather
than any significant new burdens. For example,
general provision is anyway made in the IDP for
the developer of the North-West Radley site to
fund works to junctions, pavements and public
transport improvements. The NP expresses
the requirements based on a more detailed
examination of the issues.
The final decisions on developer contributions in
relation to a particular site – whether arising from
the Local Plan or the NP - will be taken as part
of the development management process when a
planning application is made, and be subject to
the viability testing in CP7.
In setting out the likely use of CIL, the IDP was
not able to anticipate the priorities of RPC – to
whom 25% of CIL receipts will be paid. The
section below sets out what these priorities are.

5 . 3 R P C F U N D I N G S T R AT E G Y A N D
PRIORITIES
RPC’s funding strategy will be based on two key
principles:
• First, it will want to ensure that funding, from
whatever source, is applied to the policies
and projects in the Neighbourhood Plan
and not unreasonably squeezed out by other
considerations;
• Second, it will want to reserve funds under its
own control for projects that are not reasonably
fundable by developers or other external sources.
It will pursue this strategy in the following way.
S106. RPC will engage fully in discussions with
developers, the Vale of White Horse District
Council and OCC about the s.106 obligations to
be attached to planning permissions to ensure that
requirements of importance to the community
and this Neighbourhood Plan receive due priority
and are not compromised. There are also some
limited circumstances where RPC will argue for
developers outside the NP area to contribute
to mitigation of impacts within the area. This
applies for example to impacts which the North
Abingdon site might have on Radley station.
CIL. Developers will all pay CIL at the required
flat rate, so the same need for dialogue with them
does not arise. There will however need to be
dialogue between OCC, VWHDC and RPC as
to how the available pot of CIL receipts should
be applied. RPC will wish to spend its own 25%
share of CIL receipts on NP projects that are of
priority to them and which are not fundable by
s.106 (see below). They will resist the remaining
share of CIL receipts collected from Radley
developers being spent in places or on projects
that have little or no Radley connection. For
example the Nortoft Report has demonstrated
that the North Abingdon area is well provided
with off-site sports and leisure facilities. In RPC’s
view CIL receipts should not be diverted to sports
and leisure facilities in other parts of the Vale but
should be spent on projects in or close to Radley
for which the need is greater.
Non-statutory sources. RPC will help encourage
and facilitate funding from other sources so as to
maximise the totals available to spend. In practice
it is often most effective to help put together a
package with match funding between different
sources, for which a proactive approach is required.
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RPC controlled sources. After maximising the use
of other sources as above highest priorities for
funds within RPC’s own control, including its own
share of CIL and any development gain from the
allotment site, are likely to be as follows:
• Village hall and playing fields: The
improvement of Radley’s village hall and
playing field on Gooseacre is a key community
project, which relates to property for which
RPC is the lessee. RPC will hope to attract
funding from a range of sources, including
grant and developer funding, but can also
expect to apply some of its own resources.
RPC will also support the use of CIL for
refurbishment of the Playfield Road sports
pavilion in Kennington, drawing from its own
share if necessary.
• Allotments: RPC own the allotment site by the
rail bridge and if it was developed would take
the lead in that, possibly through a profit share
with a commercial partner. The project should
more than cover its costs, enabling funds to be
applied to other community uses. RPC would
welcome any third party contribution to land
for replacement allotments but recognise that it
would need to meet this cost if no other source
was forthcoming.
• Radley Lakes strategy: This strategy will bring
major benefits not just for local amenity, but
for commercial users (who would have a much
more suitable access route) and Oxfordshire
County Council (who would be freed from
the cost of bringing Thrupp Lane up to an
acceptable standard). However, the up-front
costs of the new access route will be substantial
and it is unlikely in practice that individual
beneficiaries will be willing to make sufficient
contribution unless a range of parties are
seen to be willing to do so. RPC recognises
that it may have to make its own financial
contribution to help lever contributions from
others.
This does not mean that RPC contributions will
be ruled out for other projects, such as new and
improved cycle tracks, but much will depend on
detailed costings and the availability of other
sources of finance. It is unlikely that there will
be enough funding for everything and a gradual
phased approach is likely to be needed.
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Part 6: Implementation

6.1 GENERAL
The manner of implementation will vary between
planning policies, which are directed mainly at
developers and at the Vale of White Horse District
Council as planning authority; and Community
Actions, where RPC have a more direct role in
brokering and chivvying progress.
Implementation will also vary in timing. Some
significant planning applications are likely to be
made very soon after NP adoption and RPC have
already been making representations to developers
and VWHDC based on the emerging policies in
the NP. But this is a long-term plan, dating to
2031, and is aimed at shaping the NP area over
that full period. Some of the more challenging
ambitions such as on Radley Lakes might not
able to show early results even if progress towards
them has been good.
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6.2 PLANNING POLICIES
Planning policies set out requirements to be met
by developers in applying for planning permission.
It will be for VWHDC, as planning authority, to
implement these policies alongside those in the
Local Plan. RPC, however, also have an important
role. Whilst responding to planning applications
is relatively reactive there are also opportunities to
engage with developers while they are still shaping
their proposals. RPC’s approach to implementing
the planning policies in the Neighbourhood Plan
will therefore be as follows.
• Dialogue with developers: this will start at the
earliest possible stage to ensure developers are
aware of Neighbourhood Plan policies and
build them into their thinking from the outset;
• Pre-application consultation: the Vale of
White Horse District Council are convening
Developer Forums on the strategic housing sites
and developers will also typically hold their
own informal consultation processes. RPC will
actively input into all forums and processes
of this kind to ensure that proposals brought
forward for planning applications reflect
Neighbourhood Plan policies;
• Formal consultation on planning applications:
RPC are a formal consultee on planning
applications and will say in each case
whether they support approval, rejection or
the imposition of conditions. In responding
RPC will be guided by the requirements of
Neighbourhood Plan policies;
• Monitoring: Where there is a departure from
a planning permission (for instance failure to
implement a condition), or failure to obtain
planning permission, RPC will take this up
with the developer and/or notify the Vale as
appropriate. Where the departure is significant
RPC will press VWHDC to take enforcement
action.
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6.3 COMMUNITY ACTIONS
Community Actions are different in kind as they
require more positive action by Radley Parish
Council.
Most are effectively projects, typically needing
to be delivered through a partnership approach
involving others: local authorities, developers,
land owners, statutory agencies and community
groups. The table below lists each of these,
indicating how they be taken forward. The
arrangements are likely to need modification as
the actions progress: for example if and when
the allotment and village hall projects enter the
construction phase the arrangements will need
to reflect the changed remit. Although some of
the actions will be taken forward in the first place
by sub-groups, the RPC (or its Finance Subcommittee) itself will take decisions on financial,
property and contractual commitments to be
entered into by the RPC.
A smaller number of Community Actions require
an advocacy role, for example to safeguard the
mobile home sites from development. This can
arise where achievement of NP objectives require
RPC to take a particular line in response to
proposed development but the line cannot suitably
be expressed as a formal planning policy. In such
cases the Community Action role will be pursued
by vigilance in response to planning proposals and
applications.
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How to be progressed
Commissioning of surveys, development of plans, assessment of economic
viability, possible engagement of development partner.

Identification of options, preparation of plans, consideration of lease
implications, identification of funding options.

Identification of potential sites, consideration of tenure and management
arrangements.
Identification of land, agreement on terms of transfer

Identification of boundaries of Area of Nature Conservation and
Quiet Recreation, consideration of uses and access within the Area and
management arrangements. Identification of vehicular access options,
brokering solution with landowners and others. Identification of funding
options.
Brokering with the various parties to piece the network together. In case of
Path 8 direct RPC action to secure improvement. Identification of funding
opportunities.
Pressing for controls on on-street parking. Pressing for more secure bike
storage, for step free access to up-line and for ticket machines.
Pressing for investment by TW to bring the infrastructure up to the
standard required for the existing village, and for this action to be coordinated with further investment needed for new housing development
Pressing mobile and broadband service providers to improve network
coverage and speed
Agree and implement improved maintenance

Who to take forward
Subgroup of Parish Council, to include
representation from the Shop Management
Committee
Joint working group drawn from RPC, and the
Village Hall committee. In the case of Playfield
Road, RPC will support action by Kennington Parish
Council
RPC in consultation with landowners

RPC in consultation with Radley College and
Parochial Church Council
Steering Group to be established involving RPC,
landowners, Friends of Radley Lakes, Earth Trust,
OCC and Abingdon-on-Thames Town Council

RPC, working with OCC, landowners and
developers and Sustrans

RPC, working through OCC, Network Rail and
GWR
RPC, working through Thames Water

RPC, working through service providers

RPC Pond Management Committee

Action

Development of allotment
site, including possible
relocation of shop

Village hall and playing field
redevelopment

Provision of replacement and
new allotments

New cemetery site

Radley Lakes Strategy and
Thrupp Lane

Cycling and walking strategy

Radley station access

Drainage and sewerage

Digital connectivity

Village pond improvement

CA number

CA.1

CA.3

CA.5

CA.6

CA.9/10

CA.11

CA.12

CA.13

CA.14

CA.16
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Main references and supporting documents

Links to the documents listed below may be found on
the Radley Village website at:
radleyvillage.org.uk/radleys-future/neighbourhoodplan-consultation-december-2016
Central and Local Government documents
National Planning Policy Framework. DCLG.
March 2012
The Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031. Part 1.
Strategic Sites and Policies. December 2016
Oxfordshire Strategic Housing Market Assessment.
Final report. April 2014
The Vale of White Horse Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
March 2015
Vale of White Horse Leisure and Sports Facilities
Study. 2013-2031. Parts 1 and 2
Radley Parish Council consultation – May 2016
Radley Neighbourhood Plan. Our thinking to date
and draft policies for consultation – May 2016
Radley questionnaire – May 2016
Radley questionnaire leaflet - May 2016
Report on Neighbourhood Plan consultation May 2016
May 2016 questionnaire – full responses, tables
and charts
May questionnaire – the results in brief - June 2016
Comments from Neighbourhood Plan exhibition
May 16 - 1 & 2
RPC position statement – 22 August 2016
May 2016 consultation. Checklist of suggestions and
RPC responses
Earlier consultations
Radley Parish Plan 2011
Save Radley Village survey. November 2014
Radley College consultation feedback. March 2015

RPC surveys / reports 2016
Housing requirements for the Radley strategic sites.
September 2016
Radley shop access survey report. September 2016
Thrupp Lane traffic survey report. April 2016
Radley station survey. April 2016
Radley cycle surveys 2016 – summary report
Station Cycle Survey. October 2016
Radley Parish Cycle Survey. April 2016
Stakeholder meeting notes and statements
Radley Village Shop Management Committee leaflet.
May 2016
Meeting with Earth Trust 6-06-16
Meeting with Radley College 17-11-15
Meeting with Radley College. 07-01-16
Meeting with Radley College. 17-10-16
Meeting between the Parish Council and the Village
Hall Committee 23-08-16
Meeting Radley PC & Kennington PC. 02-06-16
Meeting with Arnold White Estates 18-11-15
Meeting with EA on impact of W Oxford Flood
Relief Channel 11-01-16
Meeting with EA on impact of W Oxford Flood
Relief Channel 22-07-16
Meeting with GWR February 2016
Meeting with OCC 15-01-16
Meeting with OCC re Thrupp Lane 08-04-16
Meeting with Redrow Homes re S Kennington site.
July 2015
Meeting with St Swithun’s primary school,
Kennington 16-07-16
Meeting with Thames Water 29-09-16
Other
Radley sewer maps from Thames Water
Minerals, industrial and commercial uses in the
Radley Lakes area: an outline planning history

Topic group reports
Report of Shape and Cohesion Group, February 2016
Infrastructure group proposals, February 2016
Thrupp Lane Group report, February 2016
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